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ABSTRACT 

 

“Little Toy” develops family plaything which provides enjoyable activities 

for all family members including kids, parents, and elderly to play together with ease. 

The first line of product is focusing on activities to grow plant. The parents will be able 

to understand how to grow plants and how to teach children along the way as well as 

conveniently carry out the activities.  

 

The product development process involves understanding the activities 

which parents enjoy by themselves and want children to participate, and the playing 

method which children would like to do and merge them into toys. Little Toy 

understands the needs of different group of people in both product’s value and price 

concern then sold the right products in the right place with the right price. 
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CHAPTER 1  

ORGANIZATION 

1.1 Background 

The idea began from the interest of the group regarding agriculture 

business. We have discovered that the industry is growing; thus, potentially has 

opportunity. The group has started from exploring in the area regarding organic 

product, and interviewing a number of stakeholders.  

 

Figure 1.1 - Living sunflower sprout 

After that we have started from selling living sunflower sprout as displayed 

in the figure 1.1 to the customers as we find out that there are certain group of people 

who concern about the freshness of the vegetable. We learned from the pop-up booth 

that most of them ask whether they could grow it afterwards, inferring that most people 

are interested to experience growing plants. Therefore, we have started testing the 

growing kits in the form of organic look and feel package as shown in the figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 - Initial sunflower sprout growing kit 

The kit contains coconut husk, soil, sunflower sprout seed and 

thermoplastic bowl made from calcium and plastic which could be degenerated from 

UV light within 45 days. From this experiment, we met the lead user who made the 

growing kits for their kids to play with, and we also learn that the parents are very 

interested in growing kits for their children once they know why this activity is good 

for their children. Therefore, we thought “what if we combine the growing kits and 

toy”.  After researching more into this opportunity, we could summarize the problems 

why growing kit for kids are the activity for only a small group of people as followed: 

1.1.1 Problem 
(1) Growing plants are not convenient as the grower needs a lot of 

preparation including a lot of materials and process. 

(2) The parents face the problems of convincing the kids to participate 

in the activities. Most people have to spend time doing the activity 

alone and make a happy face and act like having a lot of fun to 

attract the kids’ attention in which there is no guarantee of success. 

(3) There is no clear knowledge on how the parents could grow the 

plants as some species are quite difficult and could die which 

resulted in kids’ sadness. 

(4) Some parents also concern on what to teach and guide their kids 

during the activities for effective child development. 
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1.1.2 Solution 
Little Toy combines the concept of growing kits with toy in which we 

define the elements in toy and plaything that could attract the kids, and used 

those elements in the growing kits. 

1.2 Toy Industry 

 In 2015, Thai toy industry is not growing in both local and international 

product. However, the export is growing by 2%. The promising market is China which 

has changed to buy Thai products more, and the export value has grown over 200% for 

the past two consecutive years. The other attractive markets are Indonesia, Singapore, 

Malaysia and Brunei. The major problems for Thai toy industry are the lack of skilled 

labor and high labor cost. (Office of Industrial Economics, 2015) Nevertheless, the 

market accepts the child development toys rather than digital games as digital games 

could not serve as child development as kids could not touch and feel the real object. 

Thailand toy industry is as big as 10,000 million baht and exporting over 6,000 million 

baht, and has the potential in the area of child development toy and wooden toy. (ASTV 

Manager Online, 2014) Therefore, one could imply from the industry information that 

there are opportunity in middle to low income market as most of the local products are 

expensive. From our market observation, we found that most child development toys 

are priced over 300 baht, mostly thousands or more. Furthermore, there is big 

opportunity in export to China.  

 United States market is the biggest market of toy industry, and still 

continues to grow by 6.7% in 2015. The top three fastest growing categories are 

games/puzzles, vehicles and building sets. The key drivers are content such as movies, 

TV show, App and YouTube following. Christmas is the key factors for growth in 

United States with the growing rates of 25% in the particular period, and there is one 

extra day to shop this year. (The NPD Group, 2016)  
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1.3 Agriculture Industry 

 The trend of organic product is increasing continuously with the growth 

rate of 20-30 percent globally. The promising market are United States, Europe 

(especially Germany, England, and France), and Japan. The high growth markets are 

Japan and Singapore. In terms of promising products, tropical fruits, vegetable, grain 

and processed agriculture products especially processed food and snack. The factors 

which affected this high growth phenomenon are the shift of eating behavior of 

consumers to healthy food, the policy which prevent the selling of agriculture products 

and change in agriculture standard policy. The consumer decisions in purchasing are 

taste, nutrient amount, consistent production, environmental-friendly production, and 

price. In Thailand, the major barriers for organic products are production and 

marketing. The cost of production is high which resulted in high price, and the volume 

of production is not enough to serve the demand as well. In term of market problem, 

the size of market in Thailand is very small although the trend of eating healthy food is 

booming. Thai people still demand more standard and guarantee that the product is 

really chemical-free. (Positioning, 2004) 

 In term of gardening, the trend of household gardening is shifted according 

to the agriculture trend. In 2015, the trend is shifted towards gardening in terrarium and 

growing cactus. However, the trend in 2016 is changing towards outdoor living space, 

vegetable garden, garden with pet-friendly element, DIY garden, garden plot type 

garden for growing plant, small-scale gardening, NaTECHure, water-saving plant 

growing, and regrow. 
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Figure 1.3 - Household vegetable garden 

The vegetable garden as show in the figure 1.3 as an example is more 

popular due to the incremental in tools for indoor gardening. The consumers could 

enjoy the fresh vegetable with safety guarantee as they are growing by themselves. This 

change is due to the coming of healthy trend. 

          

                   Figure 1.4 - Household DIY plan        Figure 1.5 - Small space gardening 

The DIY trend is coming for people to enjoys gardening using what they 

have created as show in the example of figure 1.4 and show the artist skills in their 

garden. This trend also makes family having the activities together. The small-scale 

gardening is also coming in 2016 for people living in urban or condominium to enjoy 

space management to decorate their garden using various methods such as vertical 

gardening as shown in figure 1.5. 
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 Figure 1.6 - Combining technology and nature Figure 1.7 - Regrow the plant 

NaTECHure as shown in figure 1.6 is the trend of combining nature and 

technology. The goal is to attract the next generation to come back to nature root by 

combine what they are familiar with like technology with gardening. The most focusing 

technology is application development. The plants which demand a few of watering are 

also becoming popular to save cost and time of watering. Another new interesting trend 

is using the leftover of plants after eating to regrow and it eat at home as shown in figure 

1.7. The species of plants include carrot, avocado and potato. (Baanlaesuan, 2016) The 

trend has shown the shift in lifestyle for urban and people living in condominium to 

grow the vegetables with the purpose of eating rather than just for the beauty. The 

groups of people who do gardening also start to expand to younger generation using 

technology as well. Furthermore, the family activities for gardening have also becoming 

the trend from DIY gardening. Therefore, the child development toys in the form of 

growing kits could potentially fit in as a gardening object and potentially become a 

business opportunity as well. 

1.4 Vision, Mission and Goal 

1.4.1 Vision 

Little Toy provides family plaything for 6.3 million extended families 

in Thailand. The products will be designed to provide enjoyable experience for the 

whole families including kids, parents and elderly when played together. The first 

product line will applied planting activities to fun activities while leveraging the child 

development from play quotient to benefit the kids, and the joyful activities for elderly 

to perform as a hobby.  

http://www.baanlaesuan.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/healthybodynow.jpg
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Little Toy plans to expand to well-educated countries in the 

importance of toys for kids including European countries and Asian countries like Japan 

and Singapore. 

1.4.2 Mission 

(1) Child development: we turn the activities which benefit the child 

development into the attractive and convenient toys that the kids 

could enjoy. 

(2) Family plaything: our product development focus on how to make 

the whole family enjoy the activities or interact with each other 

from the designed plaything. We encourage the relationship 

between members of the family through our plaything. 

(3) Effective product selection: The products will be on sales once it 

has been played by the kids and verified by parents that it is safe 

and fun for kids. We take all the feedback and keep improving 

our products until the standard is reached. 

(4) Diverse price and place: we select the right price in the right place 

for each group of customers and only sell in the channels which 

the products are suitable for the particular group of customers. 

1.4.3 Goal 

Little Toy aims to sell over 3 million baht in the first year after the 

launch of luck plant product through premium retail channels and partnership with non-

profit organization for their additional revenue stream. We will expand to other 

countries that are well-educated in toys’ importance such as European countries 

afterwards. 

We also aim to motivate children to play the activities which benefit 

their development but rather inconvenient or not attractive to do so. Furthermore, we 

want to encourage family interaction and relationship from playing our products. 
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1.5 Plan and Strategy 

1.5.1 Phase 1: Brand building from products launched 

The initial stage of the project will be focusing on creating brand 

which reflect on family relationship and child development with warm emotion through 

the lucky plant products. The plan was to collaborate with non-profit organization to 

leverage their membership database and fan base to create the awareness of our 

products. The customers and those who aware of our products will be presented with 

the online channel to follow news on our products and campaigns. 

1.5.2 Phase 2: Process establishment 

The second stage of the project will be discovering the right process 

to develop the product including finding the product specification for R&D department, 

testing and selecting the right products and test selling to determine the products for 

scaling up as well as understand the right channels for the particular products. These 

processes will be done continuously in order to develop the right products. Thus, the 

network of focus group, large number of people participating in survey, locations for 

test-selling, and potentially researches of child development to back up the products are 

required for the process. Moreover, the material and production methods selection are 

necessary in order to have the right cost and designs. 

1.5.3 Phase 3: Customers and distribution channels database 

In this phase, the database is created to analyze each distribution 

channel in order to matching with the products. The contact with distributors from 

around the world should also be made for international launched. Therefore, Little Toy 

could select the right place with each developed products. Moreover, the customer 

database would also help with the continuous focus group by inviting them for product 

testing. The company could also analyze the customers and understand the needs and 

shift in trend afterwards as well. The source of these database developments comes 

from the knowledge and understanding of each distribution combined with in-field 

action within the channels as well as understanding the data needed to get to know 

customers. Thus, the insight is required to conduct this phrase successfully. 
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1.6 Organization Structure 

1.6.1 Research and Development Department 

After receiving the initial product specification, R&D department will 

do market research focusing on the needs and behavior of the customers and generate 

the ideas for market research to perform the selection. The selected design for prototype 

testing will be design in detail and create the prototype for qualitative testing and selling 

test. Thus, R&D will mainly cooperate with production section within operation and 

logistics department and market research department. 

1.6.2 Operation and Logistics Department 

The department researches the materials for production and 

contacting the outsource manufacturer. It is also responsible for internal operation 

including packing and inventory management. The department plans the delivery 

schedule and transportation of the products as well. 

1.6.3 Accounting and Finance Department 

The department controls the finance of the company by assigning the 

right budget to each department. It also takes care of the accounting operation and 

analyzes the key driver which generates the revenue to the company. The department 

also does the financial plan if the company needs further investment and funding. 

1.6.4 Market Research Department 

The department selects the right products from R&D department 

using the market research methods as well as providing the customer behavior and 

market trend analysis to form the right strategy in marketing, sales and R&D.  

1.6.5 Sales and Marketing Department 

The department is responsible for planning and implementing the go-

to-market strategy and increasing sales and awareness of products. The department will 

cooperate with market research department to find the right distribution channels and 

promotion channels of each product in order to launch the product into the effective 

location with the right pricing strategy. 
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CHAPTER 2  

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STATEGY 

2.1 Product Development and Selection Process 

 

Figure 2.1 - Product selection process 

 Figure 2.1 shows the process of toy development and selecting the right 

product to sell. The market research department will gather the information regarding 

the market trend and develop the right product specification in the big picture to brief 

the research and development department. The detail of specification will not be too 

detailed and specific in order to leave the room for creativity of R&D department. After 

that R&D department will conduct the design market research to innovate the new 

product and cooperate with operation department to select the right material for the 

product. In the initial stage of Little Toy, the company will focus on using the material 

with low minimum order material including paper and wood. Apart from the focus on 

toys which could be played by all family members, Little Toy will focus on developing 

products using one or more areas from the following aspects. 

1. Child development: This type of product focus solely on the 

category within child development using psychology of development theory. The main 

quotient to focus will be Intelligent Quotient, Emotional Quotient, Creativity Quotient, 

Play Quotient, and Social Quotient. 

2. Subject learning: The toys will be related to the learning of the 

subject which parents are interested such as English, mathematics, and science. 
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3. Fun activity: By focusing on fun activities, the children will be 

attract to play by their own without any convincing by parents. This type of product 

will coordinate with child development in terms of natural learning of children from 

creating their own way of playing with toys. 

4. Suitable gift: The products will be designed with emotional 

value to be given away as a gift. They could also be designed to be a semi-DIY gift for 

kids to make for their parents or grandparents. The design and beauty design are the 

key factors of this type of products. 

The R&D department will used the consumer needs and problems as a source 

of product development around the four areas mentioned of which some areas could be 

combined to create the products to generate multiple value for customers. Based on the 

survey, we found that the criteria that are considered by customers for decision making 

are as followed (showing only those with the percentage over 20%). 

1. Benefit from the product 81.40% 

2. Safety   40.70% 

3. Varieties of play in one product 26.50% 

4. Kids could play for a long time 25.70% 

We will use these four important criteria as part of every product designs. 

2.2 Initial Concept and Change 

 Initially, the strategy is for market research department takes the ideas of 

around 30 concepts per month from R&D department to test using the quantitative 

method with around 100 groups of people or more. Then 10-15 products are selected to 

create the prototype for qualitative research and focus group. In this stage, the market 

research team will observe the behavior of kids while playing the toys focusing on 

which toys are the most popular selected by children, the length of time the children 

play with them, and how they play with them. Moreover, the focus group of parents 

will be conducted to talk and understand what they think and feedback each products. 

These information together will be used to select around 5-7 products to produce the 

small amount for pop-up booth selling. The sales team will learn the insight from the 

selling process in pop-up booth and use the information to select only the right product 
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to sell to the retail around 1-2 products only. The products will be sold to the right 

channels based on the information learned from the process to understand which types 

of customer are suitable. 

 However, the change in strategy has to be made for designing aspects 

because the value of royalty fee is not enough to attract a lot of designers, and the risk 

of products could not be sold and not selected as the candidates to prototyping resulted 

in the waste of time for designers. Thus, the designers prefer the fixed cost which is the 

sure way of making money. Moreover, the majority of designers are not good at market 

research, and creative design thinking. They would rather take the detailed specification 

and design accordingly instead. Therefore, Little Toy changes the strategy to develop 

in-house designers in the long-term, and developed all design concepts to give out to 

outsource designers in the short-term. The focus in strategy will be shifted from 

focusing on quantity to quality of products instead. 

2.3 Product 

Little toy’s products are based on the concept of bringing the activities 

which are good for encouraging family relationship, and turn into plaything that could 

attract kids to play. The focus products at this stage are growing kits. The reason is that 

growing plants have been started to be adopted by a small group of people, lead user. 

They start to create a DIY product to play with their kids. 

 

Figure 2.2 - DIY growing kit from lead user 

The growing kit as shown in figure 2.2 has been used to play with children; 

however, it is not designed to be colorful to attract the children to play and take a lot of 

time to create. The parents also have to participate and good at attracting their kids to 

grow plant with them as well. Thus, this method has been adopted by only a small group 

of families. 
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Figure 2. 3 - Sunflower sprout growing kit     Figure 2.4 - Material within growing kit 

The products are produced in multiple colors as shown in the figure 2.3 

which could attract the children. These elements are important for kids’ attraction in 

the stores. After that the parents will choose whether to buy based on the function of 

the product. Apart from what are necessary for the growing kits, there is the instruction 

book on how to grow the sunflower sprout and how to teach the kids along the way as 

shown in figure 2.4. This element differentiate the functionality from usual growing 

kits as it solve the problems of parents who either do not know how to teach their 

children along the way or do not know how to grow plants themselves. Nevertheless, 

the current product does not contain the activity for parents to view as toy; thus, 

becoming the point of improvement to implement in the next product. 

2.4 Product Training 

The well-educated customers are the group which bought our products 

without asking a lot of questions as they already know that it is good for their children. 

They mostly focus on their children’s decision and make a purchase accordingly. 

However, the low to middle income individuals are not educated about the benefit of 

letting their children grow plants. The product training is focusing on educated the 

customers to understand about the product, and has been done through two ways. First, 

the cashier counter will explain the products for the customers and answering the 

questions using our product FAQ sheet as shown in Appendix A.  
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Figure 2.5 - Retail staff approaches kids 

As a result after the training, the retail staff has started to approach the kids and potential 

customers to buy our products as shown in figure 2.5. However, they are not able to 

promote the products with deep detail and the sales is still not as good as during the 

pop-up booth. Second, the instruction booklet will contains the information on child 

development aspect related to the particular products and the points which parents could 

teach the children along the activities. 

 However, the feedback from customers show that the children seem to be 

bored when they are asking questions, and letting the children play by themselves seem 

to be better than teaching anything during the play. After interviewing the expert 

psychologist in child development, we learn that asking questions and directing 

children are not the right method. The better way is to give the narration while the 

children are playing the toys similar to story-telling. Therefore, the children could think 

and be creative during the play. 

2.5 New Products and Feedbacks 

Based on the learning of selling the first products, many new ideas have 

been developed to improve customer’s experience. All of new ideas are incorporated 

more toy and family concept which would be more attractive to both kids and parents. 
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2.5.1 Sticker the Pot 

 

Figure 2.6 - Components used in sticker the pot SKU 

The behavior observation and research interview shows that kids are 

very attracted to play with stickers so this SKU portrayed the stickers as the main 

activity by using the background as the side of the pot and giving out the stickers for 

kids to image the story they will tell in the pot.  

 

Figure 2.7 - Interview and test the prototype of Sticker Pot SKU 

The prototyping received the mix response. Although kids do like the 

stickers and really interested in the product, parents find it not valuable enough. They 

thought the sticker activity which has been implemented in the normal pot is not 

correlated, and attractive. The valuation of the product is not higher than normal 

growing plant, only 100 – 140 baht. Nevertheless, this prototype testing let us know the 

difference in expectation between premium customers and others because premium 

customers usually care about how the incremental value help their kids in child 

development while the others would like to know how the products help their kids get 
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into the prestige school. The latter asked about the educational method to teach kids 

using the real material such as many types of soil to let the kids experience the 

difference. 

As a result, we decided not to continue developing this SKU because 

it is not valuable, and the learning lead us to the opportunity which is not coordinate 

with the company’s mission. However, the learning from this SKU has aided us in 

developing Good Luck Plant SKU afterwards. 

2.5.2 Origami Pot 

The origami pot implemented the ideas of folding paper to create the 

activity for kids to enhance their creativity. The idea is to let the kids fold paper as 

instructed in the design to create an object, and use the sticker to decorate it as they 

imagine. The kids then place the finished object in the box to create their imaginary 

city, and grow plants inside it. 

 

Figure 2.8 - Urban Fold: Analog for origami pot 

The idea of using origami as a plaything has already been done by 

Urban Fold as shown in figure 2.8 which received the award winning design. Thus, it 

might be a good idea to apply to planting activity. The testing show that the origami 

concept is applicable to the grown-up kids aged 10 or more, and mostly only girls are 

interested. The target group is very niche, but the products are possible to sell. However, 

the production proof to be the problems as the paper could not fully resistant against 

water, and could be broken easily. Thus, the premium pricing could not apply as parents 

expect high tolerance toy for the premium price. We decided to drop this idea until the 

solutions to the material issue could be found. 
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2.5.3 Rotatable Pot 

The rotatable pot has been developed from the idea of current toy that 

included the clothes changing mechanism for kids to play and imagine on their own. 

The set of matching clothes is designed to have no particular match to support the 

creativity without telling right or wrong to kids. 

 

Figure 2.9 - Rotatable Pot Prototyping 

The prototype is tested by interviewing parents, kids, and other office 

workers. The products are well-adopted as a good office decoration and gift for kids. 

There is the proposed idea of giving this product to kids to grow plants, and played until 

bored. After that, the product could be brought to be the decoration for parents at the 

room or office. Nevertheless, the activities included are not attractive as the 

interviewees like the concept and idea rather than activity. The price given is around no 

more than 200 baht, but the cost of productions is extremely high due to the 

complication of each part of the products. Therefore, this idea is dropped because of no 

profit as we would like to start with low volume production. 

2.5.4 Good Luck Plant Gift 

The idea of good luck plant gift comes from the interview with Green 

World foundation who has sold over 10,000 growing kits within 3 months. The products 

are perceived as a good practice for kids, and could be taken care in the long term by 

elderly. 
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Figure 2.10 - Sleeve Tree Analog 

 

  

Figure 2.11 - Good Luck 

Plant Design Concept 

The additional value is the design to attract kids to do the activity by 

applying the concept from sleeve tree in figure 2.10 to design the cartoon as the front 

cover of the pot as shown in figure 2.11. Moreover, the plant used for this product will 

be easy to grow and perceive by customers as the good luck plant. We selected 

Amaryllis and Marigold as a result. 

 

Figure 2.12 - Amaryllis 

 

Figure 2.13 - Marigold 

The concept is very well received by the customers, and they are 

willing to buy it offline at the price around 100 – 150 baht from the concept.  

The main customers are buying it as a gift for their elderly, and the purchasing decision 

is even easier after telling them about the cooperation with non-profit organization to 

add the value of donation. Thus, the products will be designed into 2 packages with two 

mascot characters to represent each packaging. 

2.5.5 Planting Story Book 

The planting story book is the combination of planting activity and 

the moral story for kids. The activity is designed for kids to read or listen to the story, 

https://www.google.co.th/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwil74nkt9bOAhUOUI8KHZiHA6gQjRwIBw&url=http://www.aga-agro.com/product/subcategory/68/115&psig=AFQjCNFniPN2xM0WtWiaJbn95fxnc_i70A&ust=1472003775712268
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then created their own area in the box set using their imaginary. This concept is applied 

from the strength of Origami Pot which received the good response from the customers. 

 

Figure 2.14 - Planting Story Book Prototype 

The prototype is tested mainly to the premium customers who 

successfully attracted the attention of people during the test at Central shopping mall as 

illustrated in figure 2.15.  

 

Figure 2.15 - Planting Story Book Testing 

The kids really like the products, and the parents buy into the concept 

of the product. They mostly concern about the content of the books to be unique, easy 

to read and fun. They also would like the product to improve on the length of play for 

the activity. Although the customers like the activity, they thought kids could finish the 

play very early, and get bored so they would like it to be more flexible activity. 

Furthermore, the parents would like the material used to be strong enough to endure the 

kids’ squeeze during the play. 

 As a result, the product needs further development in term of 

both the product design and story writing. We have developed four stories to test as 
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shown in Appendix C. The response was good for the first and second story which only 

needs to reduce the story length to be more suitable. The story three and four used too 

difficult language, and not suitable for children. The product development length is over 

3 months for product design, 2 months for packaging design, 4 – 6 months for story 

refining, and 2 months for story book drawing. Thus, the product will be launched in 

the 3rd year of the business. 

2.5.6 Assembly Growing Pot 

The concept of this SKU is to create the pot that has a number of parts 

to be assembled by kids. The final shape could be either fixed or creative based on kids’ 

imagination. The product could still be played with after the growing plant activity. 

 

Figure 2.16 - Assembly Growing Plant Concept 

The concept is possible if we could partner with Plan Toy who has 

the innovation in wood material which has water-resistance element. After discussing 

with Plan Toy, they have OEM service with the minimum volume for us to bear 

responsible. The testing shows that a lot of people are interested in the products because 

of its child development in creativity while giving their children an opportunity to stay 

with nature by growing plant. 

2.6 Product Development Partnership 

We have partnered with Green World Foundation to develop the products 

to solve the foundation issue in effective field trip and lack of revenue. The main issue 

occurs from the foundation’s activities to organize the field trip for families to learn 
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more about nature and a certain species of animals. However, the foundation has no 

tool to support this activity. 

 

Figure 2.17 - Discussion with Green World Foundation 

 We agreed to form the partnership by receiving the research information 

from the foundation to develop the story book for kids related to the behavior of the 

animals, and develop the exploration tools for those animals for kids to use during the 

field trip. We could gain an access to the customers of the foundation, and used the 

branding of the foundation to aid our business. 

2.7 Soil Replacement 

 We have sourced the suppliers who could product the replacement of soil 

to support us in exporting the product, and we have found the right supplier which is 

the researcher from Kasetsart University who sold the soil replacement product called 

“Magic Powder”. 

  

Figure 2.18 - Magic Powder 

 

Figure 2.19 - Compressed Magic Powder 
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 The magic powder consists mainly of coconut husk, and added a lot of 

natural nutrients for plants. The product is a lot lighter than soil since it has removed 

the water. Thus, the product is not only could export to the other countries, it also cost 

less in transportation which save our logistic cost. The magic powder could also be 

compressed as shown in figure 2.19 which changes its shape into a strong cylindrical 

shape which could be packed easier than the normal powder. It is also easier to be used 

as well, but the drawback in using this compressed product is that the kids will not be 

able to experience in touching the soil replacement, and experience in putting it into the 

pot for growing plant. As the experience is one of our core values, we will focus on 

using Magic Powder for the product development.   

2.8 Key Products 

 The key products to focus will be divided into 2 categories. The first one is 

the products which will be focus to drive the initial awareness of the brand. This group 

of product includes Good luck Plant Gift which requires short lead time, and also well 

perceived by consumers. However, this type of products would has short innovation 

life-cycle; thus, it could serve as the awareness driven for our brands, and educate the 

customers on the growing plant as plaything. The second group is the products which 

will drive the growing kit as plaything in the long run. This group includes Planting 

Story Book and Assembly Growing Pot. These products includes strong child 

development activities which most families already familiar with, and usually purchase 

for their children. Moreover, the products can be developed to have multiple SKUs for 

trade-across and strengthen different categories of child development. Therefore, Little 

Toy will focus on developed these two groups of products for different reasons.
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CHAPTER 3  

MARKETING STRATEGY 

3.1 Target Market 

 The target group is big families including kids, parents and elderly from 

high to low income who are looking for enjoyable activity that can play together among 

the family. Also, our target family would like the have the activity that could provide 

child development, which has benefit to the kid, and joyful experience to the elderly. 

The customers also included the group of people who would like to purchase the 

products as gifts, especially during the special occasion. 

3.2 Marketing Mix 

3.2.1 Product 

We create 4 values to the products that are child development, 

learning and creativity, activity with moment, and family relationship. These values are 

added to our products as family plaything, and it became “Little Toy” brand. We 

position our product as fast moving toy that create variety of the product to serve the 

market demand every month. We also have a plan to launch new product every month, 

and keep the bestselling one to remain on shelf at the shops. On the other hand, the 

product that does not sell well will be deleted. Although the products is fast moving 

toy, and it seems like there will be high cost of production, we can control the cost of 

production by using our product development strategy. 

We create the different products in different name to suit. We divide 

it as premium and non-premium products to serve the different customers. 

Premium product: we have a plan to launch planting storybook toy 

and assembly growing pot. Now it is in development process. The toy will look as 

premium in term of value and quality. Planting Storybook has a benefit for children in 

creativity and imagination aspects as well as can play together with parents while they 

are reading the attached storybook. Assembly growing pot could create fine motor 

development, creativity, and imagination to the kids. Plus, it can create the good 
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memory and joyful experience when the elderlies play together with their kids. 

We have tested Planting Storybook to our customers at Pailin Central 

Chaeng Wattana for both of toy and storybook. The feedback from the customer for the 

toy is that parents looking for functions to play like apart from planting, what else the 

kids could play with the products. They are looking for flexibility. They know that kids 

like stickers and let them play. They also concern about the context of the story. They 

said it should be easy to read and the parents want children to learn something from 

reading. 

Therefore, after that, we create 4 stories to test with the parents. Most 

of the parents love story 1 and 2 because it can help to improve language skill for the 

kids, and it teach them having responsibility, patient, and time utilization. So, we will 

use story 1 and 2 but we will make it shorter as comment received from the audiences. 

Non-premium product: we have created sunflower sprout growing kit 

as our first product and sold it already. Now, we are developing the other product that 

is good luck plant. This product has value as a gift. When parents or relative would like 

to buy something to the kids, they will think about Little Toy’s products. Kids will grow 

the plant in the toy and then give back to parents or elderly as a gift as well. They will 

place the toy on their table with memorable experience that their kids made it for them. 

Moreover, we will add value to good luck plant by creating the story behind each type 

of plant so that it could create emotional value to the customer. Kids can make an 

imagination thinking when they are playing this product. 

However, there is another non-premium product, which is rotatable 

pot that we have prototyped and tested it already. Feedback from our customer was not 

good because it is hard to play when the plant has grown, as well as the value price that 

they give is cheap as 199 baht while our cost is very high. 

3.2.1.1 Brand Strategy 

We use Little Toy as umbrella brand, and it is our company 

name as well. We would like to give the value and image to Little Toy as a family 

plaything that gives the feeling of being friendly, intelligent, safe, trustworthy, fun, and 

memorable. Little Toy is used for building brand awareness in term of company name. 

Based on our experiment that Little Toy is easy to remember for premium customer 
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and it is easy to use for brand communication in both domestic market and international 

market. 

In domestic market, we create a product name in English for 

premium product tagged along after Little Toy brand for premium products. The reason 

behind is that our premium customers perceive that English name looks more premium 

and it is memorable. 

On the other hand, we will localize the name of the product for 

non-premium customers. We use tested the local name in our first product, and the 

feedback from customers in Pailin shop is good because it is easy to remember and 

understand what is the meaning behind that name. 

Our first product is sunflower sprout grow kit, meaning little 

grower. It is very straightforward of the meaning that is suitable for non-premium 

customers who want clear message at first time; moreover, we do not have to explain 

much about what is our product. Also, many people love this name because 

We also use “Little Grower” as international Growing Sun 

Flower Sprout Kit name. It is memorable and understandable named base on our 

interview from many our target customers. Therefore, when new products have 

launched, the name will be took after head brand like “Little Toy: Sunflower Sprout 

Growing Kit” in domestic market and “Little Toy: Little Grower” in international 

market. 

3.2.1.2 Brand Logo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1- Little Toy's Logo 

As we are doing toy business related to family plaything, we 
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would like to have a logo that has a meaningful and lively. Little Toy’s logo, as figure 

3.1, go together with play and learn meaning by using colorful color and jigsaw puzzle 

box with Little Toy word under the box.  

Little Toy logo reflects our 4 values that we put in to the 

product. The 3 pieces of jigsaw refer to child development, learning and creativity, and 

activity with the moment. When it is combined together, the value of family relationship 

will be appeared because it let family to play it. 

Moreover, if we see the logo deeper, we will see the jigsaw box 

as a face that there are eyes and nose that refer to the kids who has fun, and get learning 

experience through playing our toy. If those kids think what are they doing is play, the 

more they play the more they learn. Once they learn faster, they will experiment more, 

and they enjoy it more. It gets the kids inspired and energetic and they want to play it 

more and more. 

 

Figure 3.2 - Little Grower's Logo 

Little Grower, as figure 3.2, is used as international logo. It has 

to communicate directly to the international customers that our products related with 

growing plant. The brown pot is designed similarly to the face that there is a plant 

growing out of the head. The meaning behind the logo is when the kids play our toy; 

they do not only grow the plant, but also grow the creativity through experiment from 

our toy as the plant is growing on the head. 
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3.2.1.3 Brand Identity 

     Figure 3.3- Brand Identity Figure 3.4 – Mood and Tone 

Figure 3.5 - Font Identity 

We would like to create brand identity because we would like 

our target audients remember that we are Little Toy by seeing through mode and tone 

rather than logo only. If the audient see the font, color, and composition, they will 

realize our brand. 

Our current mood and tone is like the picture as figure 3.3 

which can give the feeling of inspired and creative via the colorful color, from our 

research that every kid loves colorful color, of painting by crayon at all four corners.  

In the future, we will develop our brand identity to be as figure 3.4 which give us the 

colorful color like gum and candy. We can feel lively and childish when see it. Also, 

we use Prodotto In Cina font, as font identity as figure 3.5, that is free of charge for 

English wording. It has the benefit in the beginning of launching product and brand in 

term of experiment to the market. 

3.2.2 Price 

We use bottom up price strategy to calculate for the production cost 

because our products are innovative product that has not existed yet. So, we have to set 

value by ourselves. Then we do prototyping and see the feedback of value that 

customers give to us. After that, we compare with the cost of production. Besides, due 
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to our product development strategy that can create the product by using low cost 

materials, we do not invest in long-term investment, but short term as variable cost. By 

doing this we can set the price low, but we still have high margin after sold to our 

distributor. 

However, if there is no profit, we will back to development process 

and find the other materials or other production methods that could lower the cost. If 

we cannot adjust it, we will postpone it until we find another solution to fix the problem. 

For example, the rotatable pot has very high production cost. Plus, 

after we tested with customers, the customers told that it was hard to play when the 

plant has grown, and the price they gave is 199 baht. The margin was low if we set the 

price at 199 baht. Thus, we postpone pending it and develop another product instead. 

For retail aspect, we consider about demand and supply law. Different 

places can create different demand and supply because the customers are different. 

Therefore, the same product in one place is different to the other places, and the 

customers are hard to know. 

Every time, we launch new product to the market. We will test it with 

that store by open up the booth to see feedback from customers especially the price they 

give. Then we could set the price, and discuss with the distributor about end price and 

margin that they have. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 - Sow and Grow's Product Figure 3.7 - Little Grower's Product 

For the international market, we set the end price by benchmarking 

with similar products on e-commerce website. Sow and Grow sunflower growing kit is 

7.59 British Pound that is about 9.99 USD as figure 3.6. Thus, Little Grower is set as 

them as 9.99 USD as figure 3.7. 
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3.2.3 Place 

Our distribution strategy is Guerrilla marketing. We plan to sell the 

same product to many potential different channels with different price as mention in 

price strategy above. Also, our strategy is going with the distributor who we can sell 

out right, not consignment because we do not want to invest money for the stock, and 

we need cash to develop another product. We have a plan to go to market through 4 

potentials channels as follow. 

The first channel is a retail channel, which consist of bookstore, toy 

store, selling growing kits store. Now, we are selling sunflower sprout growing kit at 

Pailin Booknet. We are planning to sell the next products to the right channels as we 

defined as premium and non-premium products. 

Bookstore is good channel to sell our product because it is easy to 

position the product, and the product can be outstanding when position with books. On 

the other hand, toy store is not good channel to sell our product because they ask for 

consignment, and the product will not be outstanding because it will be placed with 

other toys. 

We have research the condition if we would like to sell to the toy and 

gift store as table 3.1. Most of it asks for consignment except Robinson, but they do not 

open for new suppliers currently. However, consignment is the standard term of 

payment of this industry; it is negotiable when we discuss with them. 
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Table 3.1 –Toy and gift shop store condition 

Store Process 
Considering 

Time 

Term of 

payment 
GP Remark 

The Mall Send profile 

to email and 

make an 

appointment 

30 days Consignment 35% 

for new 

enter 

Place the product 

in temporary area 

for the first month 

to see feedback and 

possibility to sell 

Central Send profile 

to email and 

make an 

appointment 

30 days Consignment See 

product 

first 

See product first to 

categorize the 

product, and 

negotiate about GP 

accordingly 

Robinson Send profile 

to email and 

make an 

appointment 

30 days Consignment/

Credit 

50% 

for 

non-

brand 

They don’t open 

for new supplier, 

but they would like 

us to send profile 

to review 

Zeen 

Zone 

Send profile 

to email and 

make an 

appointment 

15 days Consignment 38%  

Be Trend Send profile 

to email and 

make an 

appointment 

30 days (if 

shelf is 

available) 

Consignment 40-45%  

The second channel is school. We would like our product is taken into 

school’s course. We sell to the school both of direct sell and via school distributor. 

However, after we talked to schools, the school’s buyer said that they 

buy things from teachers’ requirement only. Therefore, we have to sell to the teachers 

to demand the products and order to the buyer. 

The third channel is e-commerce. We have a plan to sell through 

Facebook for 95 baht, excluded transportation cost, and e-commerce websites such 

Ecrater for 9.99 USD. 

The forth is non-profit organization. We would like them to share 

their media and channel that can communicate to their member to buy good luck plant. 

We will give them a part of profit in return. They might accept our offer because they 
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have a problem of unstable revenue stream. 

Besides, there is an opportunity to go to international market. From 

our research we have found that European market and Asian market are interesting 

because of market size and consumer behavior. There are more information in 3.3.3 

Opportunity in SWOT.  

3.2.4 Promotion 

3.2.4.1 Advertising and Promotion Strategy 

We communicate differently in each channel because the 

customers are different. We create awareness of our products through product 

consultant (PC) in retail channel because PC is the one who can communicate customer 

directly in person. We brief our product to PC and give them a brief paper in case that 

customer will ask about product information. 

Besides, we currently promote Little Toy through Facebook as 

online channel. We have a plan to gather our target customer who is parents who have 

kids. In the future, we will promote our product more in many online channels such as 

community website and e-commerce website. Now, we are promoting it and be ready 

to sell on Ecrater. 

By doing different communication in each channel for Growing 

Sun Flower Sprout Kits, customers do not receive the same message. We can use the 

gap to give the dissimilar price to the customers as our strategy that we would like to 

sell to each customer’s willingness to pay. 

3.2.4.2 Booth Activity 

Once we come up with new product, we set the pop up booth to 

test the market whether product is suitable for customers and receive insight both 

concern and value of the product. Also, we can meet directly to our target group, and 

receive insight by asking them. Furthermore, we can sell our previous products to make 

sales and get feedback and comment to improve the product. 

We tested to sell our first product, sun flower srout growing kit, 

through pop up store at Pailin shop as shown in figure 3.8. The feedback is good in term 

of sales volume that we sold 16 pieces at first time in one day. And this can make Pailin 
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decided to order the product to sell in the Pailin store.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 - Little Toy pop up booth 

3.2.4.3 Point of Sale 

We have point of sale A4 size that attached with the display in 

every store as figure 3.9 that we sell the product. It can give more information and what 

is inside that product, as well as help for buying decision because we put the discount 

price on that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 - Point of sale 
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3.2.4.4 Toy Fair 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 - Toy Trade Fair 

There are 3 interesting toy trade fairs as figure 3.10, which are 

Spielwarenmesse in Nuremberg, Germany and Hong Kong Toys, Games fair in Hong 

Kong, and International Tokyo Toy Show in Japan. These 3 events are arranged every 

year. Also, these events are where international toy markets come together. There are 

renowned brands, toy innovations, licensed products, trendy start-ups, buyers of 

large chains, and independent retailers. We can see the pictures of these events 

through Appendix D. 

Spielwarenmesse is the most important event for the toy 

industry in the world. There are over 2,800 exhibitors, and 75,000 visitors. Hong 

Kong Toys and Games Fair is the most important fair for the Asian market. There are 

over 2,000 exhibitors, and 45,000 visitors. International Tokyo Toy Show in Japan has 

over 160 exhibitors and 150,000 visitors. 

We plan to attend these events after year 5 because it has high 

expenditure around 1 million baht per time. However, joining the event is the must 

because it is the most important marketplace that we will meet potential international 

distributors to sell the products for us in the future. As well, we can test feedback from 

the different behavior from the international people. 
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3.3 SWOT Analysis 

3.3.1 Strengths 

We have strong good relationship with Pailin Booknet who has the 

most selling distribution points in Thailand; thus, Little Toy will have strong product 

coverage in Thailand in retail channel.  

Moreover, from our product development strategy, it can make high 

gross margin from selling our product, which makes higher Little Toy revenue. Plus, 

we are the new comer of child development toy that combines toy with planting activity. 

So, our product is a unique child development toy in this period. 

3.3.2 Weaknesses 

We are very new company who just entered to toy market. So, we do 

not have any reputation before. When we connect to potential selling channel or 

organization, it is hard that they will corporate with us at first.  

Also, competitor can offer similar products quickly because the 

production of the product is not complicated in this stage, and if they see the opportunity 

in this market, they can come to this market easily. 

Our brand, currently, is not strong yet due to lack of capital that doing 

advertising and activity. 

Little Toy does not have in-house designer at this stage. We have to 

hire a designer to design toy for us. So, the cost of hiring designer is high which can 

cost the production. 

3.3.3 Opportunities 

Toy market in Thailand is very huge and growing every year; thus, 

we see the opportunity to sell our product to this market especially in middle to low 

income which is the big chunk of the market. 

Due to changing behavior of reading from book to internet, there is 

decrease of book selling in the market (Thaipublica, 2016). So, many book stores are 

looking for non-book products to sell to their store so that they can still have income. 

From exploration in the book stores, there are many toy sold there; thus, our product 

could be sold in the stores as well. 
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There is the opportunity in the international market especially 

European and Asian market. We found that the European toy market is the largest 

market in the world with over 22 billion USD, which is about 27% of the global toy 

market. UK, Germany, and France are the top 3-toy market size in Europe. When we 

compare the market size date between figure 3.11 and table 3.2, it support together that 

these countries are potential toy market even it is not the same year. Plus, these 

countries are developed country. So, they have well-educated customers who know 

child development toy and growing toy. As well, these countries have potential 

distributors to distribute this kind of product. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 - Toy Market Size 

Table 3.2 - Thailand toy export volume 2016 
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From our research we have found that there are many potential 

distribution channels are follows. 

UK has 2 key channels which are grocery retail and toy specialists. 

Grocery retails in UK are Arros, the catalog chain which can reach 20 million household 

in UK. Also, they have over 750 stores across the UK, Tesco, and the UK’s biggest 

retailer. There are about 3,500 stores, Sainsbury’s, the grocery store in UK who has 

1,312 stores, and Asda, grocery stores which has about 600 stores. 

Toy specialists in UK are Toy R Us: 81 stores, Toymaster: 250 stores, 

The Entertainer: 60 stores, Smyths: 57 stores, and department stores: Debenhams have 

167 stores, John Lewis have 36 stores. 

 Germany also has 2 key channels which are retail and department 

store. Retail in Germany is Vedes: 1,100 stores, Idee & Spiel: 1,000 stores, Spiel & 

Spass: 420 stores, Duo Schreib & Spiel: 400 stores, Toys R Us: 66 stores, and Rofu: 70 

stores. Department stores have Kaufhof: high end retailer: 140 stores, and Mueller with 

479 stores 

France also has 2 key channels which are retail and hypermarket. 

Retails have Toy R Us: 48 stores, King Jouet: 48 stores, Ludendo Group: 247 stores, 

MaxiToys: 108 stores, and Club Sajou: 140 stores. Hypermarkets have Carrefour: 1,400 

stores, Auchan: 500 stores, and Leclerc 550 stores. 

The list of potential distributors is listed in sales strategy part. 

Asian market is a potential market as well. Japan, Hong Kong and 

Singapore were the leaders in terms of per capita spend among 0-14-year-olds, all 

recording more than US$150 per child as figure 3.12 Japan and Hong Kong has the 

highest toy export sales value as table 3.2 as well as they have big toy trade fair every 

year. So, Japan and Hong Kong can be strategic country in Asian market. For 

Singapore, Singapore is an interesting market to sell the product. Trend of urban 

farming and vertical farming in Singapore is increasing. We can see by the news. 

Moreover, Singapore does not have a space to growing the plant. Most of the people 

live in the building that has small space. If they would like to grow the plants they have 

to grow it on rooftop. So, it can be an opportunity to sell our product so that they can 

grow it in their room. 
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Figure 3.12 - Traditional toys and games per capita spend 

3.3.4 Threats 

The labor cost in Thailand is higher than India, China, and Vietnam 

because in labor cost in Thailand is 300-500 baht per day depended on labor skill 

(Prachachat, 2015). Besides, we cannot use alien labor for substitution because it takes 

time to train labor having skill. Therefore, we have to focus on the designs that can 

markup value in to the product.  

The shortages of quality toy designer who can design as company’s 

requirement (DITP toy export report, 2016), as well as the shortage of child 

development experts are the key success factor of innovative toy in Thailand. 

Lack of toy standard certified department in Thailand can cause high 

cost when the company sends the product to the agent to send later to lab in another 

country to test. The cost of testing per one toy is approximately 8,000 USD which is 

very high, and if it does not be certified, it has to test again with another cost. 

3.4 Competitive Strategy 

 We use Porter’s Five Forces model analysis to analyze child development 

toy industry in Thailand to understand current situation of the market that related to the 

business. 
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3.4.1 Competitive Strategy for Thailand Market 

3.4.1.1 Threat of new entrants 

 The threat of Little Toy is very high because we do not have 

high capital in this stage. Little toy is easy to copy as well. If a new competitor who is 

big companies enters to the market, they will take many of our customers because they 

have strong brand. Also, they have high economy of scale to produce the products as 

well as high distribution channel which can distribute cover the country. 

 However, coming of competitors mean that the market size and 

market movement are growing as competitive market. It is good that educating people 

in term of why child development is important. We currently have a good partnership 

with Pailin Booknet who can distribute Little Toy to cover over Thailand; thus, we can 

moderately access to distribution channel. And from our product strategy that makes 

Little Toy as fast moving product, it can make customer extremely follow us because 

they need new toy for their kids. 

3.4.1.2 Threat of substitute product or services 

 Threat of substitute product is high. Substitute products of Little 

Toy are other child development toys which the price is quite the same or lower that 

placed nearby on the same shelf. For example, playing dough that has the same price 

and is placed next to Little Toy, and painting book with color pencil that has lower 

price, 59 baht, than us that are shown in figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13 - Playing dough and painting book with color pencil 
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 Even though Little Toy is new product and has low brand 

awareness that can make customers decided to buy other substitute products, we believe 

that from our marketing and sales strategy; customers will be educated that Little Toy 

is a child development toy, not just growing kits. And that can make more value for 

customers to buy Little Toy. 

3.4.1.3 Bargaining power of customers 

 Bargaining power of customers in business to business (B2B) 

market is high because those companies mostly are book stores who have a lot of selling 

point. They buy for a big lot and distribute to their stores such as Pailin Booknet; they 

ask for high distribution margin and listing fee. 

 Bargaining power of customers in business to customer (B2C) 

market; however, is low because our product is very new. Customers cannot compare 

Little Toy to other relevant child development product except growing kits. Therefore, 

from value that we add to Little Toy compare with the price that we set, we can have 

higher bargaining power than customers. Plus, from the strategy that we set the price 

of same product differently in different location, we can markup margin if we sell it 

online because the customers are not the same group. 

3.4.1.4 Bargaining power of suppliers 

 Bargaining power of suppliers is low because we use our 

product development strategy that we do not invest for any fix cost, but variable cost. 

We can control our cost easily and have many choices to choose material suppliers. We 

use paper as our main material production in initial stage to save our cost. When the 

product is ready for mass market, we still have many manufacturers who can supply 

material to us. 

Nevertheless, in the future, if we collaborated with Plan Toys to 

create innovative waterproof assembly toy, we would have low bargaining power 

compared with them because they hold the patent of that innovative material. 

3.4.1.5 Intensity of competitive rivalry 

 Although there are many child development toys is Thailand, 

there is no product that is exactly the same as Little Toy because Little Toy is a child 
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development toy with base on planting activity. Therefore, there is only indirect 

competitor that Little Toy competes with. The indirect competitors are as figure 3.14 

which shows Little Toy compare to other products in term of appearance, target 

customer, type, and price. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14 - Little Toy competitors 

 Nevertheless, we have to build awareness of our brand strong 

enough that can protect us from coming direct competitor. 

3.4.2 Competitive Strategy for European Market 

3.4.2.1 Threat of new entrants 

Due to Little Toy is very newcomer of toy market; there is very 

significant barrier to entry. Exactly, we do not know market information as good as 

exists, and we do not have a channel to distribute our product. Moreover, the market is 

very high innovative sector, which there are 3 major corporate companies such as 

Mattel, Hasbro, and Lego as market leader. They are very keen in this market, and fully 

have being distributed the product to the market already. However, the online channel 

is a good opportunity to sell our product at the first stage. 

3.4.2.2 Threat of substitute product or services 

There are a lot of general toy, educational toy, and games. 

These are the main substitute product that Little Toy has to face is very high. Infant and 
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preschool toys are the most popular toy category on the European market followed by 

dolls, outdoor and sports toys, and games and puzzles, Together these categories 

comprise over half of all toy sales in the EU (The European Toy Industry: Facts and 

Figures). Thus, these toys can be substitute products. 

3.4.2.3 Bargaining power of customers 

Since Little Toy is very new company and does not have our 

own, we rely heavily on large retailers to sell and raise awareness for the products. They 

have the power to reduce the company’s margin and to choose to promote other brand 

if a consensus is not reached. The bargaining power of customers in this case is 

considered to be high. Therefore, the good partnership with retailers is very important. 

There is another solution that can reduce the bargaining power 

of customers. It is finding the potential distributor who is keen in the market, and has 

high distribution coverage. They will find the right channel to distribute product for us. 

However, we have to give the distribution margin to them as well. 

3.4.2.4 Bargaining Power of Supplier 

We produce our product locally in Thailand. So, bargaining 

power of suppliers in term of production is low as mentioned in 3.4.1.4 

3.4.2.5 Intensity of competitive rivalry 

There are over 5,000 toy companies in Europe’s toy sector 

combine both small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and large companies. 

Besides, there are imported toy over 7 billion USD in this market. Among these 

companies, they are developing new product every time to compete each other in term 

of innovative product. Thus, there are a high number of competitors, and so competitive 

rivalry is high as well. 

The solution is that we should develop the very innovative and 

niche toy to compete with this market. 
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3.4.3 Competitive Strategy for Asian Market 

3.4.3.1 Threat of new entrants 

 The toy market in Asia is also very competitive. The barrier to 

entry is very high. This is hard that new companies, and entrepreneurs, create products 

to sell in this market. Also, many well-known brands currently invest a lot of resources 

into research and development, which allows them to introduce new products all the 

time. The key players in this market are Hasbro, Mattel, Ban Dai. 

3.4.3.2 Threat of substitute product or services 

 As there is a trend of using high-technology gadgets in this 

market, toy companies tend to develop technological toy for them instead of traditional 

toy. Also, they are looking for video game, computer, and tablet; they are enjoying 

about technological devices. Therefore the treat of substitute product is high. 

3.4.3.3 Bargaining power of customers 

 Due to the different of customer’s behavior in each country, 

and toy outlets are very concentrated. This can leave toy companies in a very weak 

bargaining position with its customers. We need potential distributor to help us for this 

problem. 

 However, there is online channel that could be the opportunity 

to sell product directly to the customer. This channel could have high bargaining power 

to the customers. 

3.4.3.4 Bargaining power of suppliers 

 We produce our product locally in Thailand. So, bargaining 

power of suppliers in term of production is low as mentioned in 3.4.1.4 

3.4.3.5 Intensity of competitive rivalry 

 Respectively, Mattel, Hasbro and Ban Dai are the top three, toy 

and game companies in the region. Those companies fight for shelf space, with each 

other and every company that makes toys and games, at all of the same stores. 

Therefore, the intensity of competitive rivalry is high for traditional toy. 
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 However, those are the indirect competitors. Little Toy Product 

is an innovative toy that is not the same as common child development toy. So, it could 

be challenge about the new segment of toy product. 

3.5 Business Environment Analysis 

3.5.1 Business Environment Analysis for Thailand Market 

3.5.1.1 Social factor 

 A third of 0-5 age kids have delay development which affect to 

their IQ. The reason behind are lack of good value nutrition, parents support, and media. 

Kids should be given value intuition before mother gave birth because it can affect the 

risk of abnormal of the kids. 

 Nowadays, single family has 30% chance to support and grow 

their kids by themselves. The rest is under take care of baby-sitter or baby support 

center. So, kids do not receive the development as parents need. 

 Current parents grow their kids by giving them a smart phone 

and let them see television instead of doing activity together. It makes kids do not have 

a participant with other people (Quality Learning Organization, 2012) 

 Little Toy can provide family bonding which is the toy that 

parents can play together with their kids, and make their kids stay away from the media. 

3.5.1.2 Technological factor 

 There is a computer game addiction in kids in Thailand because 

it can decrease development of the kids. Kids do not have participation to other people, 

nature and environment around them. The problem is from the parents that do not have 

time to grow their kids; thus, there is a gap between families. 

 Little Toy provide development toy to them. Parents can use 

our toy to play together that can reduce the gap between families. Also, it can help kids 

having more responsibility to themselves and reduce time spend to games. 

3.5.1.3 Legal factor 

 In case we would like to export agricultural matter, we have to 

check the country that we will export to because there is different regulation in each 
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country. We have to have import permit from the country we export to as well. Once 

we have gotten the import permit, we have to have Phytosanitary Certificate from 

export department as well. 

 In order to have Thai Industrial Standard Certificate to have a 

benefit of production, commercial opportunity, confidence of customer, and 

transparency, we have to register from Thai Industrial Standard Institute (TISI) as figure 

3.15. It takes time for 43 days after application. The process consist of application, 

assessment of quality control (if it does not pass, the department have to check again), 

waiting for the checking result, issuing permit, and quality tracking after permitted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15 - TISI symbol 

3.5.1.4 Environmental factor 

 In Thailand, people are familiar with agriculture since we were 

young, and from 10 years ago the organic trend has been growing. The organic food 

market value has average 20% growth every year (Express Industry News, 2016). The 

awareness of healthy food and organic food are increasing. Thai people are more 

interested in healthy food. This factor shows that Thai people are well educating about 

agriculture. Therefore, by adding value to the product this related child development. 
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3.5.2 Business Environment Analysis for Europe Market 

3.5.2.1 Social Factor 

 The toy market in Europe is the largest in the world, meeting 

the diverse and evolving demands of the European Union’s (EU) over 78 million 

children (The European Toy Industry: Facts and Figures, 2013) 

 From our exploration, we have found that parents and children 

like educational toy because they are well-educated people. They concern about the 

quality of play experience. And, the communication in different languages in different 

countries is the must because even though they can speak English, the local language 

is still matter to them. We also have found the insight in countries as below. 

 The UK families spend less quality time together with their 

kids, compared to selected other European markets, and had a much more prevalent 

materialism & ingrained commercial culture. In short, while this is not a good thing for 

society, it’s actually good news for Toy companies in commercial terms, meaning the 

UK parent is missing family time and compensating with consumer product gifts 

(Practical Guide to do Toy Business in Europe, 2013). Therefore, our Little Toy could 

help them in term of family relationship. 

 German market over emphasizes more educational toy. 

Construction is a much larger category in Germany. Wooden toys are more successful. 

Thus, we think that the product that we are developing, Assembly Toy, has an 

opportunity to sell in Germany. 

3.5.2.2 Technological Factor 

 Due to toy market is very innovative sector. The success of the 

sector is dependent on satisfying customer needs. As children’s wishes for toys change 

rapidly, the company needs to constantly introduce new products to meet these 

changing desires. Therefore, the thing that can help this issue is technology making toy 

more innovation. 

 Furthermore, another key success of technological factor is 

R&D aspect. Toy can has high competitiveness with good R&D and technology. Based 

on our interview with Plan Toys Company they said that they have to launch new 
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products at least two times a year to compete with others in the market in both domestic 

and international market.  

3.5.2.3 Legal Factor 

 The common Toy Safety standard in Europe is EU Toy Safety 

Directive Testing (EN71). Every single toy, which sells to EU, has to get EN71 before 

ship the product to sell in EU. If we have 5 products is going to sell, is has to get those 

5 certify. The example of EN71 is as Appendix E 

 Moreover, we have to put the CE (Confomite Europeene) 

symbol as figure3.16 in the packaging. It means European Conformity. This symbol is 

attached in the packing with name and address of manufacturer and distributor. Also, if 

toy has small pieces, it has to put the Not Suitable for Children under 36 months in the 

packing as figure 3.17. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 – CE and EN71 symbol 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17 - Not Suitable for Children symbol 

3.5.2.4 Environmental Factor 

 From DITP toy export report, 2016, they said that the trend of 

toy that made with eco-design is growing. There are many company show eco-design 
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toy in Spielwarenmesse Toy Fair in January 2016. It is especially applicable to wooden 

toys and dolls. The use of wood from well managed forests, water based ink, and 

recycled packaging or instruction manuals signals high quality and responsible 

production processes and products and also provides the added value of a lower 

environmental impact. There is an opportunity to develop eco-design niche toy to sell 

in this market. 

3.5.3 Business Environment Analysis for Asian Market 

3.5.3.1 Social Factor 

Today's children, for their part, are growing up faster than a 

generation before. Kids aged 12 or above turn to non-traditional playthings such as 

video games, computers, music and cosmetics. This development is challenging toy 

manufacturers to create innovative toys that capture the interest of children. At the same 

time, greater efforts have to be made for pre-school toys due to an increasing demand 

for toys that can develop brain power, creativity, coordination and senses of players. 

(Toy Industry in Hong Kong from HKTDC Research, 2016) 

However, there are still customers who have clear focus on 

educational values. Parents increasingly emphasize on children’s development and 

realize the importance of learning through play. Manufacturers are seen to respond by 

designing toys that aim to enhance children’s intellectual, social, emotional, and/or 

physical development. Interlocking bricks like Lego, puzzles and construction sets that 

improve hand-eye coordination, patience, creativity and spatial skills continue to be 

highly sought-after; board and card games that develop skills (China’s Toy Shoppers: 

A Purchasing Behavior Survey (Executive summary) research from HKTDC) 

Therefore, we have to target surely about our target market in 

Asia because the trend of non-traditional toy is growing, while there are still parents 

who concern about child development. 

3.5.3.2 Technological Factor 

As the life cycle of toys is becoming shorter, this increases the 

risk of product development. The impact is that it signals the need to invest in R&D, 

develop own design capabilities and create value-added edges so that products cannot 
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be replicated by competitors easily (Toy Industry in Hong Kong from HKTDC 

Research, 2016) 

Moreover, tech-based toys gains popularity, and there is the rise 

of kid tablet. These trends imply that Asian children are now enjoying about technology 

things even toys. Toy Industry Hong Kong research said that the parents are eager to 

allow them to have access to lower-price, kid-size versions of electronic products for 

learning purposes such as reading e-books and watching educational videos. 

Therefore, the market has the same issue that the market need high 

R&D as other markets, but Asian market does not emphasize traditional toy but 

technological toy. 

3.5.3.3 Legal Factor 

 Above of EN71 as mentioned in 3.5.2.3 that can use 

internationally, there is American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) as figure 

3.18 and Appendix E, which is toy product quality standard of America. In Asian 

market, we have to set at least one of these standard certificate. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.18 - ASTM Symbol 

3.5.3.4 Environmental Factor 

 DITP toy export report 2016 said that the trend of toy that made 

with organic matter is growing. There are many company show toy that has parts made 

by organic matter such as organic cloth and ink for wooden toy, and organic fabric that 

use for doll in Hong Kong Toys and Games Fair 2016. Thus, even the trend of non-

traditional toy is growing in this region; there is still an eco-traditional toy that can serve 

those customers. 
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CHAPTER 4  

SALES STRATEGY 

 

4.1 Channel Strategy 

Little Toy starts from booth selling through free events; therefore, we could 

learn more from customers during the sales. Afterwards, we focus on bookstores as a 

channel of distribution. Based on the interview with the bookstore company, we learn 

that the book industry is in the declining stage and the stores have started to evolve by 

bringing non-book products to sell. However, they are still not as successful as in the 

past. Despite the decline of the industry, the category of books related to parents and 

kids are still maintained and increasing in some areas. Thus, we view this insight as an 

opportunity to distribute our child development toys. Nevertheless, we will expand to 

the other retails as well. Based on the market research with 120 people, we found that 

the channels accessed by customers to purchase toys are distributed as followed. 

1. Shopping Mall  74.8% 

2. Street Market  42.0% 

3. Online Channel  27.7% 

4. Street Market  23.5% 

5. Book Store   9.2% 

6. Convenient Stores  9.2% 

7. Others   5.0% 

Therefore, we will move to shopping mall afterwards as it represents the channels 

which the customers usually go. However, the channels contain a lot of competitors, 

and do not willing to be the first adopter of the innovation so we need to educate the 

market to the certain level before start selling to those high traffic channels. 

Apart from the traditional retail channel, we have explored non-profit 

organization by cooperating with them to use their communication channel, and sell the 

product directly to their members. 
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4.1.1 Retail 

4.1.1.1 Pailin Booknet 

Pailin Booknet is the book store in Thailand which mainly 

focusing on low to middle income customers by providing books in a very cheap price. 

Although the brand is unknown to the high income individuals, the company has over 

6,500 selling points across Thailand which is the strength of their business. 

Nevertheless, the traffic of each still is not very high as shown in figure 4.1 which has 

around four customers inside the stores. From the observation, the number of customers 

are around 3-5 groups within the peak hour, and around 0-2 groups normally. There is 

mostly no customer after 7pm. The traffic will be extremely high only on the long 

holiday in which the sales are increased over 5 times the normal day. 

 

Figure 4.1 - Pailin Booknet traffic on Saturday 

Similar to other bookstores, the company is in the declining 

stage and seeking a way to improve their business. Therefore, we have come to the 

agreement that we could use make use of the space of Pailin Booknet stores excluding 

those within the chained convenient stores and branded hypermarket to test our 

products through pop-up booth. Thus, we could test our products through various 

locations with different type of customers as shown in Appendix B. The pop-up booth 

result for the sunflower sprout growing kits is shown in table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1-  First product pop-up booth result summarize 

Location Sales per day (unit) Group of customers 

SC Plaza 16 
Those who go back to their 

provinces through Sai-Tai bus. 

Pantip Ngamwongwan 2 

Those who buy products to sell at 

their small retailer and those who 

sit in the stores relaxing. 

Chaengwattana 6 
Premium customers walking in 

shopping mall 

Imperial Ladprao 1 Low income individuals 

Fashion Island 0 
Parents and kids walking in 

shopping mall 

 

The result from pop-up booth suggests that the products are 

selling well as a gift for cousins and grandparents to purchase for kids. In Pantip 

Ngamwongwan, the customers will consider if the products could potentially sell in 

their stores and make a large purchase as a wholesale. The strategy in this channel is 

selling with special price in lots and gives away brochures or posters to help them sell 

in their stores. The premium customers make their purchase based on children demand, 

they ask questions for their children to think and consider then make the purchase if 

their children think about it first. Imperial Ladprao has the group of customer similar to 

Big C which is low income individuals who are very price-sensitive and spend only a 

few amount of money. These groups of people do not have any basic knowledge of why 

growing kits are good for kids. They do not view the products as toys although their 

kids are interested; thus, there is no purchase. For Fashion Island, the product testing is 

not going very well because of the location. The booth in this shopping mall is rotated 

every month, and it is located at the bad traffic area as well as stand across the low price 

toy store. Overall, the product has the potential to sell in a certain area so Pailin Booknet 

makes a purchase of the product and located the product in the toy category as shown 

in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 - Product placement in toy category 

The process is to start selling in Bangkok area first covering 11 

stores. The result shows that the product is sold very well in transportation channels 

which are 2 stores in SC Plaza (tour bus transportation platform) with the average 

selling of 4 pieces per week and premium channels including Big C Rama 4 and Central 

Chaeng Wattana with the average selling of 5 pieces per week. The moderate selling 

locations are Big C Rama 2 and Imperial Ladprao with the average selling of 2 pieces 

per week. The rest is not good enough for selling. Thus, we revised the selling strategy 

to focus only on the premium channels, and start expanding to other provinces, starting 

from Chonburi and Pattaya. 

 

Figure 4.3 - Central Pattaya Beach 

 

Figure 4.4 - Central Chonburi 

 The selling points in Chonburi and Pattaya cover 3 stores 

including Central Pattaya Beach, Big C Pattaya, and Central Chonburi. The average 
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sales are around 5 pieces per week. For these 3 locations, we have also delivered the 

English version of instructions in case of foreigners; however, our product could not 

attract the foreigners as the basic growing kit is not a traditional toy and not providing 

the play value to their kids. We expected this issue to be resolved in the next products 

launched. 

4.1.1.2 Bookstores 

The other large chained-bookstores which potentially are 

promising to distribute are Se-ed and Nai-in. Both of them demands the consignment 

approach and credit term. Therefore, a certain amount of investment is required. 

Furthermore, the margin of the product is as high as 67% (3 times the selling price to 

the retail) which makes the product a lot harder to sell. The target groups for both 

channels are the high income individuals. Furthermore, most customers of these 

channels never know Pailin Booknet. The usual price of books within these bookstores 

are 2-3 times more expensive than the same books sold in Pailin Booknet, and these 

bookstores demand the margin of 35% for book SKU. Both channels are now 

expanding to online channel and are selling consistently. The suitable products for these 

channels are premium products; therefore, we plan to sell our premium products 

through these channels. The other bookstores are not developed non-book category yet 

which also become the future opportunity for us.  

4.1.1.3 Toy stores 

Toy stores are the direct channels suitable for selling our 

products; however, popular stores mostly select the products and required the shelving 

fee. The branded stores are only suitable for premium products and the competition is 

very high as there are thousands of toys for customer to choose from. The non-branded 

toy stores are other channels for selling with the low price toys for low to average 

income individuals. However, the distributors or strong logistics outsources are 

required to sell to those stores. 
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4.1.1.4 Agriculture product shop 

The agriculture shops are an alternative option for distribution 

as our products are the combination of both toys and growing kits. It would stand out 

in the shelf and potentially become a unique product. However, the list-in fee and 

shelving are required in most of the shops; otherwise, either distributors or logistics 

system is required to deliver to all of the stores. 

 

4.1.1.5 Child development center at hospital 

The child development center at some hospitals are interesting 

channels to negotiate as it would strengthen the safety and healthy feeling of the brand 

and attract certain group of customers. Furthermore, this channel is also contain a group 

of parents who concern about their children which are the right target group as well. 

 

4.1.1.6 Small retail and street market 

The small retail and street market has been perceived as one of 

the locations which customers would like to purchase toy from. We have tested by 

selling to the small retail in the suburb area. 

 

Figure 4.5 - Sale Test in Small Retail 

The result is a very low sales volume of only 2 pieces per 

month. The reason is that people who purchased toys from these stores or street market 

place are not well-educated in the benefit of planting. They purchased only the common 
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toys, and toys which aid in subject learning such as English and Mathematics. Thus, 

these channels are not suitable for the early adopter stage. 

 

4.1.1.7 Gift Shop 

The gift shop is a good location to sell Little Toy product as we 

found that the majority of our customers are purchasing the products as a gift, which is 

as high as 62.2%, especially in the special occasion. The gift shop has the policy of 

product testing by placing the product in the new product shelf to test for 3 months. The 

offer is consignment with 50% margin. The selection process is quite complicated and 

could require up to 1 year lead time before the product could be listed in. 

 

4.1.2 Online 

 

Figure 4.6 - Little Toy Facebook page 

The online channels are beneficial to communicate with middle 

to high income individuals but are not able to reach the low income individuals. We 

have started to operate the Facebook page and posted the content related to child 

development, but it is not very well adopt by the customers. The normal content could 

not attract the customers to the page. After learning from other successful page, they 

have a unique and catchy content that a certain group of people would really like. The 

Facebook advertisement is not the fast way of promoting as it needs at least 3 months 

until there is an effect, based on the advices from online marketing expert. The product 

should be clear before start online marketing as well. The online channels will be the 

important channels once the products have been proven to be effective at the certain 

level. Our design strategy is using the colorful tone and tries to create the uniqueness 
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value to attract the customers. The marketing message will be clear and short in the 

cover page. 

Apart from using the social community like Facebook to sell 

our product, we also tested in the free marketplace called Ecrater.  

 

Figure 4.7 - Little Grower Selling Page in Ecrater 

There is no list-in fee, and we do not have to pay any margin if 

the customers make the purchase by directly coming to our page. However, we have to 

pay 2.9% marketplace cost if the traffic has been drawn from the main marketplace of 

Ecrater. There is no purchase coming from online channel up until now. The main 

reason is low awareness of the product which could be solved by using the 

advertisement, and draws the members from other group page to know our products. 

The communication plan should be launched after the launch of the developed products. 

 

4.1.3 School 

The school is an interesting channel to develop as the order could be 

in the form of large volume. We found that the school teachers are interested in using 

our products as part of the course in their school. The focus schools are alternative 

school, international school and kindergarten school. After we have negotiated with a 

number of school; however, the system is not in our favor. The buyer of the school does 

not have any power in decision making of what products the schools want while the 

teachers who know what is needed find it difficult to pass the demand form through the 
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school system. Thus, the best way to sell the product is to talk to the director of the 

school which is a very difficult channel to work on.  

However, the school could be served as the channels to promote our 

products to sell by giving away brochures to the schools to give away to kids monthly. 

The interested customers will make an order purchase to the school which will give us 

a big volume of purchase afterwards.  

 

4.1.4 Non-profit organizations 

Non-profit organizations usually have the problem of unstable 

revenue stream, and striving to find the revenue as the donation is not a stable income. 

Many of them try to use a committed donation by credit card, but such strategy is not 

working very well in the mass group of people. We have the idea from the analog of 

Green World Foundation who successfully sells the growing kit through their followers 

in Facebook which result in the sales of over 10,000 pieces in just 3 months. 

Nevertheless, Green World Foundation could not continue this project because it is very 

complicated process for them to manage the volume of the flower pot, and other 

business process. Thus, this problem becomes the opportunity for us to sue 

memberships and followers for non-profit organizations as a base to communicate our 

products to make sales, and divided part of the profit as donation to the organization. 

We have contacted and received interest from SOS Children’s Villages Thailand to 

work further into detail, and continue this project. We expect this channel to become a 

new selling model which serves as high margin and low competition platform. 

 

4.2 Pricing Strategy 

The pricing is based on the usage of the product. The market research shows 

that the low to middle income customers are willing to pay lower than 100 baht for the 

product which could be played only one time, and willing to pay around 300-500 baht 

for the products which could be played at least 3 months or more. Therefore, pricing 

will take into account the length of play first. After that the products will be benchmark 

with competitors in terms of value and functionality. If the functional or emotional 

value is higher, the price will be set higher. The booth selling will proof this price 
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assumption as we will increase or decrease price according to the customer feedback 

and behavior. The sunflower growing kit has the production cost as shown in table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 - Sunflower growing kit cost summary 

Item Cost Unit 

Seed 100.00 baht/kg 

 1.50 baht/pack 

Soil 0.48 baht/pack 

Coconut Husk 1.75 baht/pack 

Flower Pot 5.00 baht/pack 

Flower Pot Tag 1.10 baht/pack 

Net 1.50 baht/pack 

Printing tag 0.60 baht/pack 

Booklet 0.48 baht/pack 

Outer Box 0.86 baht/pack 

Plastic Bag 1.00 baht/3 packs 

Nametag Sticker 0.11 baht/3 stickers 

Printing 0.08 baht/3 stickers 

Total Production Cost 14.45 baht/pack 

 

The selling price will be different depending on the channels. As customers in 

channel for low income are completely different from those who go to high income 

channels, there is the opportunity to set the price according to each group’s willingness 

to pay. We suggest the retail price of 99 baht for Pailin Booknet while we sell them at 

60 baht. We sell the product at 125 baht in online channels excluding 60 baht delivery 

feel. The delivery fee is set as a fixed price for the benefit of communication to 

customers. The price is calculated from Thailand post price including the packaging fee 

for delivery. Therefore, the gross margin would be 75.92% and 88.44% by selling 

through Pailin Booknet and online channel respectively. Nevertheless, Pailin Booknet 
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has the policy to increase the retail price if the product is selling well and test for one 

month. If the product is still selling well, they will keep increasing the price but they 

will reduce the price if it is not selling. Our product will remain at 119 baht, but will 

focus on selling in the premium channels. 

 

4.3 Method to Boost Sales 

4.3.1 Campaign 

The campaign which involves the customers to play the products in a 

creative way in the form of competition will be created to boost sales. Moreover, the 

continuous campaign for customer’s interaction will be implemented continuously to 

create the viral and remain active in the market. 

4.3.2 Retail Staff Promotion 

The retail staffs will help promote the products in Pailin Booknet 

during the launch of the new products. This will help educate the customers and make 

them get to know the products more. The script and product detail are delivered to the 

retails together with the first batch of products. The barrier in boosting sales using retail 

staff is the prohibition from Pailin Booknet to execute the commission method to their 

staff as they would like them to focus on the house brand the most. 

4.3.3 Membership 

We plan to have the membership in the future to keep track of the 

record of members for data analysis. This information would serve as the data to 

develop the promotion suitable for each individual; for example, execute the loyalty 

activities, execute the product trade across, and send direct-mail coupons to increase 

the spending amount of the customers. The membership system would also help us in 

participation in product testing as well. 

4.3.4 Activity with Product 

The sample product within stores is a great help as it draw a lot of 

attention from the customers, and the activity even draw the kids into the stores. We 

have tested the activity by growing the products at the counter of the retail, and put the 
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sprayer there as shown in figure 4.8 and 4.9. A lot of customers have come to ask the 

staff about the products, and the sales have been increased during the period as well. 

 

Figure 4.8 - Sprayer for kids to play 

 

Figure 4.9 - Photo of grown product 

from staff 

Based on this testing, the next step is for us to create the last-long 

mockup and place it at each store to boost sales of the product. 

4.3.5 Multi-color products placement 

We learned from selling in Pailin Booknet that placing 4 colors of the 

flower pot together could draw the attention of kids better than leaving the products to 

only 1-2 colors.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 - Four Colors Growing Kit Together 
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Although pink and blue colors are the best-selling growing kit, the 

sales could be possible only when 4 colors of the products are placed at the same 

locations. The kids would come to pick up the products and asked their parents to buy; 

thus, kids’ attractiveness is important to sales. 

 

4.4 Future Products Selling Strategy 

The future products will focus on bookstore channel within the locations where 

premium customers shopped, branded gift shops including Zeen Zone, B2S, and Loft, 

online channels, and non-profit organizations. The focus is depending on the price of 

the products which could be divided into 3 segments as followed. 

1. Premium price (over 1,000 baht): The product will be sold in retails within 

premium shopping mall and online channels with the sells who could 

educate the customers on the product. 

2. Average price (300 – 999 baht): The product will be sold in premium 

retails including shopping malls and bookstores, gift shops, and online 

channels. 

3. Below average price (less than 300 baht): The product will be sold in 

bookstores and gift shops. The strategy of this group of product is to be 

focused on offline channels. Furthermore, this group of products will be 

sold through the partnership with non-profit organizations to sell through 

its membership and fan page. 

 

4.5 International Sales Strategy 

The international expansion could be done through distributors which have 

high standard in selecting selling products. We plan to focus on European countries and 

Asia countries because of its developed distribution network and well-educated 

customers in child development. Our criteria in selecting distributors are as followed. 

1. Product Line Concentration: The expertise in product line is coordinated 

with our product e.g. child development products 
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2. Distribution Coverage: The number of retails which the distributors could 

cover. 

3. Distributor Resources: The resources within the distributors covered what 

the company has lack of with the right service fee, or we could use 

outsources to cover what is lack, and negotiate down the service fee. 

4. Distributor Policy: The agreed deal such as distribution margin, term of 

payment, term of shipment, marketing plan, budget, etc. should be 

acceptable by both parties which leave us enough profit to operate. 

The list of distributors for Europe is as followed. 

1. Vedes: The distributor covers 8 European countries with 1,050 retailers and 

1,150 shops. 

2. Top Toy: The distributor covers 6 European countries focusing on Toy R 

Us and BR. 

3. HTI: Exclusive distributor for Plan Toy in Europe. 

4. LTP 

5. Happy People 

6. littleCONCEPTS 

7. Kardwell Hobbs 

Based on the discussion with HTI, we found that our products seem to be 

confused for toy distributors as they understand it as the gardening product, and would 

be suitable for produce/garden supplier. Thus, it would be important to develop the 

communication tools to educate on children aspect of the products before selling to 

distributors. 
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CHAPTER 5  

OPERATION STRATEGY 

The operation strategy involves the operation of each product. Furthermore, 

we create a plan specifying how an organization will allocate resources in order to 

support infrastructure and production since the increasing of products lines would be 

affecting the operation of the company. An operations strategy is typically driven by 

the overall business strategy of the organization, and we design to maximize the 

effectiveness of production and support elements while minimizing costs as follows. 

1. Competitive priorities 

2. Operations strategy framework 

5.1 Little Toy Product 

We are focusing on producing product for creating relationship in family.  

The current product is growing kit SKU which already selling in PAILIN booking 10 

brands in Bangkok and 1 brand in Pattaya. However, we are on progress of expanding 

other 3 product lines which are Good luck plant SKU, Planting storybook SKU and 

Assembly growing pot SKU. 

5.1.1 Sunflower Sprout Growing Kit  

 

Figure 5.1 - Sunflower sprout growing kit elements 
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The sunflower sprout growing kit SKU consists of the following elements. 

1. plastic pot 

2. coconut husk, sunflower sprout seed and soil  

3. instruction booklet 

4. mesh bag 

5. tag name and brand’s sticker 

5.1.1.1 Operation process 

 

Figure 5.2 - Sunflower sprout growing kit operation process 

The operation process consist of 4 steps as follows 

1. Weight: weighting soil 10 grams. Coconut husk for 10 gram and sunflower 

sprout for 10 gram. 

2. Filling the soil, coconut husk and sunflower sprout in each zip lock bag. After 

we were selling product in plastic bag. There is problem with the smell and 

environment effects. Sealed plastic bag is not safe enough. So the seeds and soil 

are spilled out easily. By the result, we change to use zip lock bag instead of 

plastic bag.  

3. Seals ziplock of soil, coconut husk and sunflower sprout seeds with seal 

machine. The heat from the machine would help each ziplock bag be more safe 

and secure from being torn. 

4. Stick sticker tag to each bag, in order to be easy and convenient for customer. 

We stick nametag for each ziplock bag. When the customer bought the kits. 

They will be able to follow instruction in package easily.   
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5.1.1.2 Assemble process 

 

Figure 5.3 - Sunflower sprout growing kit assemble process 

In the operation and assemble process. We work as the 

production line from start to the end. We start with 1 plastic pot stick with the brand’s 

sticker. Then, put all soil, coconut husk in and sunflower sprout seed in sealed zip lock 

bag into plastic pot. Put the instruction brochure in the pot. Checking all the elements 

we needs all set then Cover the pot with mesh bag and tie the tag outside. Then we get 

1 unit of sunflower sprout growing kit. We divided materials into 2 parts. The part of 

tag printing and other materials using in kits. 

 

Figure 5.4 Sunflower sprout growing kit printing part 
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The first part is printing part consists of the following elements. 

1. Paper tag for instruction brochures and nametag for each soil, coconut husk and 

sunflower sprout seed’s bag. 

2. Sticker tag for the brand’s stick that sticks on each pot. 

The printing part has material relates as follows printing ink, 

paper and sticker. In case we make the kit less than 1,000 unit, we will print all the 

printing part ourselves because of cost efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 - Sunflower sprout growing kit other materials 

For other materials consist of mesh bag, plastic pot, zip lock 

bag in 3x5 and 7x11 size, sunflower sprout seed, soil and coconut husk. All of these 

materials, we only need to buy from the suppliers. We will inform about the material 

selection and suppliers later in material selection topic. 
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part of this SKU. We will do the research for selecting the right and meaningful plant. 

For now, there are 2 types of plant we use in this SKU, which are marigold and 

amaryllis. The plant selection will be state more in material selection topic. 

 

Figure 5.6 - Good luck plant elements 

The Good luck plant consists of the following elements. 

1. Sleeve  

2. Pot  

3. Bulb and soil 

4. Instruction brochure 

5.1.2.1 Operation process 

 

Figure 5.7 - Good luck plant SKU- operation process 
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The operation process consists of 4 steps as follows. 

1. Weight: weighting soil 10 grams. We do not have to weigh the bulb because we 

only give one of the bulbs each unit of good luck plant SKU. 

2. Fills the soil, bulb in each zip lock bag.  

3. Seals zip lock of soil, bulb with seal machine. The heat from the machine would 

help each zip lock bag be more safe and secure from being torn. 

4. Stick sticker tag to each bag, in order to be easy and convenient for customer. 

We stick nametag for each zip lock bag. When the customer bought the kits. 

They will be able to follow instruction in package easily.   

5.1.2.2 Assemble process 

 

Figure 5.8 - Good luck plant assemble process 
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Figure 5.9 - Good luck plant SKU printing part 

The first part is printing part consists of paper tag for instruction 

brochures and cover sleeve. The printing part has material relates as follows printing 

ink, paper and Gray-white paper which is more durable in order to make for sleeve 

covers. In case we make the kit less than 1,000 unit. We will print all the printing part 

ourselves because of cost efficiency. 

 

Figure 5.10 - Good luck plant SKU - other materials 
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inside their own DIY pot. The plant grows by kids so they will be happy to see their 

own achievement.  

 

Figure 5.11 - Assembly growing pot elements 
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5.1.3.1 Operation process 

 

Figure 5.12 - Assembly growing pot SKU operation process 

The operation process consist of 4 steps as follows 
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3. Seals zip lock of soil, with seal machine. The heat from the machine would 

help each zip lock bag be more safe and secure from being tear. 

4. Stick sticker tag to each bag, in order to be easy and convenient for customer. 

We stick nametag for each zip lock bag. When the customer bought the kits. 

They will be able to follow instruction in package easily.   

5.1.3.2 Assemble process 

 

Figure 5.13 - Assembly growing pot assemble process 

In the operation and assemble process, we work as the 

production line from start to the end. We start with 1 paper pot with assembly part, soil 

and seed in sealed zip lock bag, 1 instruction brochure, and 1 decoration sticker. 

Checking all the elements we need all set then put into the packaging. Pack and seal the 

packaging, then we get 1 unit of rotatable pot SKU. We divide materials into 2 parts. 

The part of tag printing and other materials using in Assembly growing pot SKU. 

 

Figure 5.14 - Assembly growing pot printing part 
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The first part is printing part consists of paper tag for 

instruction brochures, paper pot and sticker decoration. The printing part has material 

relates as follows printing ink, paper and Gray-white paper which is more durable in 

order to make for assemble part.  For the assemble part pot, we plan to pre-order from 

the factory with the minimum 1,000 pieces for printing and process into box-shape. For 

instruction brochure we print it ourselves if less than 1,000 unit because of cost 

efficiency. For sticker, we plan to pre-order from factory with minimum 1,000 pieces 

as well. 

 

Figure 5.15 - Assembly growing pot other materials 

For other materials consist of seed, soil, and zip lock bag in 3x5 and 7x11 sizes. All of 

these materials, we only need to buy from the suppliers. We will inform about the 

material selection and suppliers later in material selection topic. 

5.1.4 Planting storybook 

The idea of planting storybook SKU came from insight of customer 

who bought our products. The product is designed for the parents and kids and the 

relatives who is willing to buy for a gift to their cousin. We found that kids love to listen 

to storytelling from parent and reading the same old storybook every day. 

 

Figure 5.16 - Planting storybook elements 
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The process includes writing the storybook for kids, designing each element and finding 

the proper material.  The planting storybooks SKU consist of the following elements. 

1. Packaging box 

2. Storybook  

3. Seed, soil  

4. Instruction brochure 

5. Decoration kits 

5.1.4.1 Operation process 

 

Figure 5.17 - Planting storybook operation process 

The operation process consist of 4 steps as follows 

1. Weight: weighting soil 10 grams, And seed for 10 grams. 

2. Fills the soil, seed in each zip lock bag.  

3. Seals zip lock of soil, with seal machine. The heat from the machine would help 

each zip lock bag be more safe and secure from being tear. 

4. Stick sticker tag to each bag, in order to be easy and convenient for customer. 

We stick nametag for each zip lock bag. They will be able to follow instruction 

in package easily when the customer bought the kits.   

5.1.4.2 Assemble process 

 

Figure 5.18 - Planting storybook assemble process 
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In the operation and assemble process, we work as the 

production line from start to the end. We start with 1-decoration kits, soil and seed in 

sealed zip lock bag, 1 instruction brochure, and 1 storybook. Checking all the elements, 

we need all set then put into the packaging box. Pack and seal the packaging, then we 

get 1 unit of planting storybook SKU. We divide materials into 2 parts. The part of tag 

printing and other materials using in planting storybook SKU 

 

Figure 5.19 - Planting storybook printing part 

The first part is printing part consists of paper tag for instruction brochures, decoration 

kits, packaging box, sticker tag and storybook. The printing part has material relates as 

follows printing ink, paper, sticker, and paper box which is more durable in order to 

make for box shape.  For the decoration kit and packaging box, we plan to pre-order 

from the factory with the minimum 1,000 pieces for printing and process into box-

shape. For instruction brochure and sticker tag we print it ourselves if less than 1,000 

unit because of cost efficiency. For storybook, we plan to pre-order from printing 

factory with minimum 1,000 pieces. The printing factory need at least 30-45 days for 

printing per order. 
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Figure 5.20 - Planting storybook other materials 

For other materials consist of seed, soil, and zip lock bag in 3x5 and 7x11 sizes. All of 

these materials, we only need to buy from the suppliers. We will inform about the 

material selection and suppliers later in material selection topic. 

5.2 Operation timeline 

 

Figure 5.21 - Operation timeline 

The timeline for each SKU as follows, the operation period of Good luck 

plant SKU and sunflower sprout growing kit SKU take about 2 weeks. The assembly 

growing pot SKU takes 4 weeks. Lastly, planting storybook takes operation time for12 

weeks. 
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Figure 5.22 - Sunflower sprout growing kit operation timeline 

5.2.1 Sunflower sprout growing kit lead time 

Day 1-5: buying material. We plan and contact all the suppliers who 

selling all material relates. Comparing the price, quality and lead-time for deliver all 

material to our warehouse. In the fifth day, all the materials need to be ready to get in 

another process. 

Day 4-5: in the meantime, we print all the printing. The printing is tag 

name, stickers and instruction brochure. If less than 1,000 pieces we print all printing 

ourselves, more than 1,000 we plan to order from the printing factory. 

Day 6-10: all the material and printing are ready. Then we move to operation process 

and assemble into unit. The same amount as we received the order. 

Day 11-14: the finished unit SKU will be stock in our warehouse. Get ready to ship to 

the distribution center. 

sunflower sprout growing kit SKU 14 days (2 weeks)

day 1-5

buying materials

• sunflower sprout seeds

• soil

• mesh bag
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• sticker
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• instruction brouchure

day 6-10

operation and assmble 
into 1 unit

day 11-14

deliver to the 
warehouse, 
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Figure 5.23 - Good luck plant SKU operation timeline 

5.2.2 Good luck plant lead time  

Day 1-5: buying material. We plan and contact all the suppliers who 

selling all material relates. Comparing the price, quality and lead-time for deliver all 

material to our warehouse. In the fifth day, all the materials need to be ready to get in 

another process. The sleeve, we plan to order from the factory with the minimum 

amount 1,000 pieces per order. The lead-time for sleeve is 1 week 

Day 4-5: in the meantime, we print all the printing. The printing is 

instruction brochure and sleeve. The instruction brochure, if printing less than 1,000 

pieces, we print all printing ourselves. If more than 1,000 we plan to order from the 

printing factory. 

Day 6-10: all the material and printing are ready. Then we move to 

operation process and assemble into unit. The same amount as we received the order. 

Day 11-14: the finished unit SKU will be stock in our warehouse. Get ready to ship to 

the distribution center. 

Goodluck plant SKU 14 days (2 weeks)

day 1-5

buying materials

• pulb

• soil

• paper

• sticker

• pot

printing

• sleeve

day 4-5

printing

• instruction brouchure

day 6-10
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into 1 unit

day 11-14

deliver to the 
warehouse, 
distribution center
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Figure 5.24 - Assembly growing pot operation timeline 

5.2.3 Assembly growing pot lead time 

Day 1-5: buying material. We plan and contact all the suppliers who 

selling all material relates. Comparing the price, quality and lead-time for deliver all 

material to our warehouse. In the fifth day, all the materials need to be ready to get in 

another process.  

Day 1-15: in the meantime, we order all the decoration sticker, 

packaging and paper pot from printing factory. it takes 15 days per order to produce. 

The minimum order is 1,000 pieces per order.  

Day 5-10: in the meantime, we print all the printing. The printing is instruction brochure 

and name tag. The instruction brochure and name tag, if printing less than 1,000 pieces 

we print all printing ourselves. If more than 1,000 we plan to order from the printing 

factory. 

Day 16-21: all the material and printing are ready. Then we move to 

operation process and assemble into unit. The same amount as we received the order. 

Day 22-30: the finished unit SKU will be stock in our warehouse. Get 

ready to ship to the distribution center. 

Assembly growing pot SKU 30 days (1 month,4 weeks)

day 1-5

1.buying 
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day 1-15
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decoration 
sticker

2.order paper
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Figure 5.25 - Planting storybook SKU operation timeline 

5.2.4 Planting storybook lead time 

Day 1-5: buying material. We plan and contact all the suppliers who 

selling all material relates. Comparing the price, quality and lead-time for deliver all 

material to our warehouse. In the fifth day, all the materials need to be ready to get in 

another process.  

Day 1-45: in the meantime, we order all the decoration kits, 

packaging box and storybook from printing factory. It takes 45 days per order to 

produce. The minimum order is 1,000 pieces per order. The storybook, we need to 

check and proof the printing plate each order to be sure for the standard and quality. 

Day 46-54: in the meantime, we print all the printing. The printing is instruction 

brochure and name tag. The instruction brochure and name tag, if printing less than 

1,000 pieces we print all printing ourselves. If more than 1,000 we plan to order from 

the printing factory. 

Day 54-75: all the material and printing are ready. Then we move to 

operation process and assemble into unit. The same amount as we received the order. 

Day 76-90: the finished unit SKU will be stock in our warehouse. Get 

ready to ship to the distribution center. 

Planting storybook SKU 90 days (3 months,12 weeks)
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5.3 Competitive priorities  

According to marketing plan strategy, Little Toy has plan for the design and 

management of the operations function in ways that support the business strategy. We 

focus on specific capabilities of the operation that give Little Toy a competitive edge. 

There are 4 categories of competitive priorities. 

Table 5.1 - Competitive priorities 

5.3.1 Cost 

Little toy offers products at a low cost relative to the prices of 

competing products. The role of operations strategy is to develop a plan for the use of 

resource. With the ability to produce each SKU with low cost, we plan to keep core 

material by paper due to the cost of printing is cheap. For the plastic mole takes a lot 

more investment cost. Also, the low cost of production, we plan to produce the product 

when we get the order and keep the stock to be the small number.  

5.3.2 Quality 

Little toy offers products by produce in accordance to specification 

without error. In each process we have the QC to check the quality of the product. Start 

from material selection, production process, checking the material we ordered from 

factory. Until assemble process, every part of product will be in 100% quality before 

Operations 

performance 
Compete on SKU1 SKU2 SKU3 SKU4 SKU5 

Cost Low price        

Quality High quality       

Speed Fast delivery         

Dependability Reliable Delivery     

Flexibility 

Frequent new products 

Wide range of products 

Changing the volume/timing of product deliveries 
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packing and deliver to the customers. Each order, we plan to cross check to keep the 

consistency quality. 

5.3.3 Time 

We are not only offers the quality products but also the ability to do 

things quickly in response to customer demands and thereby offer short lead times 

between when a customer orders a product and when they receive it. With the timeline 

process, we are working on schedule and delivery on time with the best quality to the 

customer. 

5.3.4 Dependability 

We plan to use the suitable shipping company to send out our 

products in the good conditions. Also, we plan to deliver products in accordance with 

promise made to customers same like we promote. The quality of the product the 

customers got will be the same. We plan to promote the guarantee period to return our 

products or refunds if they don’t like or found mistake from the product in 7 days. 

5.3.5 Flexibility 

Little toy has the ability to change operations in 4 aspects. First, we 

can change volume of production; we mostly produce in amount that reasonable to the 

order we have got. Also, we have a plan for projection and do the forecast for the 

upcoming order. Moreover, the pre order option will be convenient for little toy set the 

volume of production. Second, we can change the time taken to produce. The period of 

production time is scheduled, but we can make it flexible to the order each time. By the 

reason, good relationship with suppliers and the printing factory. Third, we have ability 

to innovate and introduce new products. We plan to have in-house design production 

to be one of our departments. The scope of work of design department is generating the 

ideas and design new products constantly. 
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5.4 Operations strategy framework  

 

Figure 5.26 - Operations strategy framework 

5.4.1 Product design  

As we are the family plaything project, the design for each SKU is 

really matter. Now we have to working with freelance to create and design each product 

with the core idea from members of team. This way is not work in the long term. 

Therefore, we plan to have the department of product design in Little Toy. The benefit 

are the ideas for new toys to be generate all the time, fix cost but in the small amount 

comparing to hire freelance.  

 

Figure 5.27 - Process design and timeline 
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We plan to work on timeline; the period of 1 design takes 30 days (1 

month).  After we get new design, the new design will be on process of production. We 

divide the timeline into 6 steps. 

Step 1: idea generate by collecting the ideas of new SKU at least 10-30 ideas  

Step 2: pitching the ideas by presenting the ideas along with the reason and market 

research back up. Selecting 3-5 ideas to work in-depth. 

Step 3: making the prototype or mock-up. The mock up could bring from the idea into 

product.  In order to make it more clearly on the material, shape, mood and tone. 

Importantly, the mock up make the team to understand the possibility and the barrier of 

production. 

Step 4: Testing on the market, we plan to have 3-10 pieces per 1 idea to test on the 

market. The place we plan to test would be schools and pop-up booths at shopping mall. 

The school is for getting insight from children by observing the way they play and 

feedback. The pop-up booth at shopping mall is for getting the insight from parents and 

cousin who buy gift for their grandchild. Getting the comment, feedback and 

willingness to pay of the target customer. 

Step 5: edit and update, gathering all the feedback and comments then analyses into 

core value insight. Then, update the prototype follows by the feedback. Step 4 and step 

5 could be more than 1-2 times. We plan to do step 4-5 at least 2-3 times until we get 

the right SKU’s idea. 

Step 6: launching the new SKU on the market. After we get the new SKU, we plan to 

start the production along with the scheduling timeline. Launching on the market at the 

right time we set. 

5.4.2 Material selection  

Table 5.2 - Material selection 

Material SKU1 SKU2 SKU3 SKU4 SKU5 

Pot         

Seeds and bulb     

Soil/soil disc     

Coconut husk          

Mesh bag          

Sticker     

Paper     
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1. Pot: low-volume, we currently use plastic because of the cost 

efficiently and easy to find. In the future, high-volume, we consider in 2 options. First, 

we will invest to build the mole for our own plastic plant pot. Second, to fix the problem 

of out-of-stock plastic plant pot, we will change the material from plastic to other 

materials. We have 3 kinds of materials to consider which are corrugated paper, hard 

board paper and the powder box with higher-gram of paper. With following reasons: 1. 

corrugated paper sticks with powder box, the pro for this option is the material is hard 

equals as plastic. The con is costly that could effect to the cost of production. 2. Hard 

board paper, the pro for this option is the cost is not high comparing to corrugated paper. 

The con is the material is kindly hard but not equals as plastic. 3. The powder box with 

higher-gram of paper, the pro for this option is the cost is low comparing to other 

options. The con is the risk of out- of- stock from the market. 

2. Soil, coconut husk, seeds and bulb: these 3 materials are the 

main elements for our product (first SKU). However, the agriculture products are 

homogeneous so we will not face the problem of is scarcity at the current. The 

purchasing strategy for each material as follows: 

3. Soil: we buy from the supplier from the market in a good 

condition, good quality and price. The supplier is well-known and capacity so they will 

be able to deliver the soil as long as we need. In the future with high-volume, we will 

have at least 5-10 more suppliers with the same standard we set.  For 

international market, the soil could be the barrier of exporting so we explore on Coco 

Substrates, which is product that can use instead of soil for growing plant. First, Rang 

Sawan Co., Ltd., the company produces Coco Substrates made from coconut husk. The 

product can export; there are historical evidence of exporting to USA, Singapore, 

Holland, Japan, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, China, and Taiwan. The Minimum order: 

free mold if we order over 10,000 units. If not, we have to pay around 40,000-80,000 

baht per new mold. Ingredient is coconut husk, burned stone, lime, and etc. the product 

can use for every kind of plant with 2 years shelf life. Along with Production capability: 

small SKU is 3,000 units per day/ large SKU is 50 units per day. Second, Knaap 

(Thailand) Co., Ltd is made from coconut husk. Manufacturer price is 1 baht per liter, 

and we have to pick it up by ourselves. They are at Suratthani, south of Thailand. 
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However, they have a wholesaler in Bangkok. They use to export, but their product is 

not organic because they do not have organic certificate. 

4. Coconut husk:  we buy from the supplier who owns the coconut 

plant. The area is about 100-200 Rai. So they will have plenty of coconut husk to sell 

every month or anytime we need. In the future with high-volume, we will have at least 

5-10 more suppliers with the same standard we set. 

5. Seeds and bulb: We currently buy from the suppliers who 

mainly produce sunflower sprout seeds sells in the market all over Thailand with 

delivery service. The high quality with stripe on the surface of the seeds in a reasonable 

price. They claim 95% guarantee of growing and claim as organic seeds. In the future 

with high-volume, we will have at least 5-10 more suppliers with the same standard we 

set. For the bulb, we have at least 2 suppliers who are the wholesalers for bulb in 

Bangkok, located in Mahachai and Sanamluang 2 respectively, so they always have 

bulb on stocks to sell anytime we need.  The condition for keep bulb as follows they 

need to keep it in flow area, in seal package could lead to be rotten. So we should keep 

bulb in the package that the air could flow in and out. The bulb can be kept in sealed 

package only 2-3 weeks maximum.  

6. Mesh bags: the mesh bag is quite hard to find in retail. We 

currently buy mesh bag from “Sam-Peng” market in cheap price. However, in the future 

with high-volume, we will contact with the plastic plant to product mesh bags mainly 

for the customization. We will have at least 5-10 more suppliers with the same standard 

we set. 

7. Sticker: the brand’s sticker has to stick to the surface of the 

plastic plant pot. Nevertheless, we have concern about the condition that the kids who 

play our product have to watering the plant every day. Currently, we come up with 

solution by the best quality of stickers that not be torn by watering and with the best 

condition. In the future, we will find the better quality of sticker. 

8. Paper: the paper is the main material we use on the SKU. The 

packaging box, sleeve and rotatable pot are produced by the factory so we only need to 

check the quality and spec before getting produce. We mainly focus on the quality and 

durable of the paper. The paper tag and stickers and paper for instruction brochure made 

from 80-100 grams paper, which easily find on the market. We have the supplier 
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provides paper even in the rush time or only in small amount. For planting storybook 

SKU, The products required the manufacturer to be able to product pop-up. The 

minimum volume is very high. There is one manufacturer who is willing to help us 

product one, but the design needed to be finished and clear. The cost of the product will 

be known once we have the finished prototype. 

5.4.3 Quality management 

The material we select must be friendly for children. The children can 

play without concern from the toxic that might be in the materials. We select the 

materials are on the standard with the guarantee from the organization. For example, 

the certification or guarantee from Thai Industrial Standard (TISI). No toxic element 

like tar, lead which could affect to children. In the future, we plan to consider on 100% 

natural material. There are benefits in many ways. First is the value for the customers 

to get the best quality of material that safe for their children; especially in premium 

market. Second, the more value we have so we can mark-up the price and in the future 

when we scale-up into international market, the standard and quality of material would 

be comparative advantage for us in the bigger market. In the operation, products we 

produced should be under the Quality control (QC), a procedure or set of procedures 

intended to ensure that a manufactured product or performed service adheres to a 

defined set of quality criteria or meets the requirements of the client or customer. In the 

period of time that is to come, our products will have the same quality as Japanese 

products with the standard of exporting product. In order to meet the standard of 

European countries when we scale-up into international market. 

5.4.4 Inventory 

5.4.4.1 Code System 

 

Figure 5.28 - Code system 
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Currently, we separate the product types as code and inner code. 

By the code running we know the total number of products in each category we have 

from the operation. The codes run from 0001 to xxxxx for each type of products we 

created. From the code running we know the total number of products in our operation. 

Our first product, sunflower spouts growing kit, so the code is 00001. For inner code, 

we divide code of Little Sunflower spout Growing Kit into 5 codes. The codes run from 

00001 – 00005, which are 5 colors of plastic plant pot we are selling. Along with the 

brand for each product, the date we stared to sell, the price we sell both before and after 

tax (wholesale price), the retail price, the margin we get and the status of each product. 

However, in the future we will match between codes of stock in the warehouse with the 

code of product. We will create code system.  

5.4.4.2 Accounting 

 

Figure 5.29 - Accounting code 

 

Figure 5.30 - Lists option 
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We are currently using the accounting system to record all the 

materials we bought in order to use for the operation and the money we get from selling 

the products. This system will be benefit for us to see the cash flow that running in our 

project. Recording the data could help us to analyze the financial situation of the 

project. We will find out what we are doing and heading to, if we spend too much cash 

on project that not create revenue for us or not. This system could help us for cash flow 

management. As we created products ourselves so there will have many lists to record. 

By the accounting system would help us to be clear and convenient for monitoring the 

movement of the money we spent and money we got from selling stuff, also we will 

know the amount of money we have left in the system. Accounting system form consists 

of: list number, date/month/year, the name of list, types, what type of projects, cash in 

or cash out, number of products, channels we spend or getting the money from, stock 

lots; links to stock system so we could check the stock in our system in the same time, 

code of the products, balance in cash. In the future, we will have many SKUs, so we 

will improve the system to be more efficient and users-friendly but still having the 

details for analysis and speculate the short-term and long-term cash flow in team. 

 

5.4.4.3 Stock System 

The stock system we are using is Stock lots: the number of stock 

lot will start with 00000 to XXXXX. With the remark that the material and other 

supplies would be coded as 00000 but for the finished products will be started with 

00001-XXXXX. In the future, we will improve from stock lot into the code system that 

is convenient to stock and us. The system would help us to manage the inventory and 

make the least cost from stock lost occurs from poorly stock management.  

 

5.4.4.4 Inventory Management 

Currently, the distribution center will manage the delivery to 

each branch weekly. We are now delivery to 8 branches of Pailin Booknet consists of 

8 branches in Bangkok which are Imperial Ladprao, Imperial Samrong, Zeer Rangsit, 

Big C rama2, Big4 rama4, Pantip Ngamwongwan, SC plaza (in front of black canyon), 

SC plaza (in front of Donut shop). The distribution center will manage the route by each 
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day. In 1 week the products will be delivering to every branches. The schedule as 

follows: 

Monday: the truck from distribution center wills delivery to Big4 rama4 

Tuesday: the truck from distribution center wills delivery to Zeer Rangsit, BigC 

rama2 and Imperial Samrong 

Thursday: the truck from distribution center wills delivery to SC plaza (in front 

of black canyon), SC plaza (in front of Donut shop) and Pantip Ngamwongwan. 

The supplier will plan to order our product when there are only 2-3 pieces left 

each branch and the supplier will call us to prepare, the lead time is 1 week. With the 

system that all the P.C. at each branch will check current stock at the end of the day. If 

they have only 3 piece left, they will call back to the head center to order products and 

deliver to them in the 1 week, as the delivery schedule. Our assumption is each branch 

will sell 2 pieces per day. First time delivery 20 pieces each branch. So each branch 

will run out of stock in 10 days. 

Total inventory cost = total carrying cost + total ordering cost  

= CP (Q*/2) + F(S/Q) =512 

Q* = root (2FS/CP)  

C = annual carrying cost = 20% of inventory 

P = purchasing price per unit = 60 BHT for Pailin Booknet 

Q* = Number of units per order 

F = fixed cost per order = (25% of 60 baht) 15 BHT 

S = annual usage in units = 52 week* 14 = 728 units 

So, Q* = 43 

With 2 piece per branch for safety stock, total safety stock = 2*8*8 = 128 

Weekly usage rate = 2*7*8 branches = 112 units 

With 1 week lead-time for ordering, the supplier must reorder when inventory 

level = 1*112 =112 units.  

The reorder point = 128+112 = 240 units or we need to operate for 240/112 = 2 

weeks ahead. 
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5.4.4.5 Inventory and Stock System 

 
Figure 5.31 - Stock spreadsheet and lists option 

The inventory strategy is based on the objective to monitor the 

number of stock in the warehouse each day and prevent possibility of backlog for sell 

in the next period. Currently, we use stock lot number to record number of stock we are 

having in the warehouse. According to the figure includes: 

1. Date/month/year:  the date we have this product in our warehouse. So it would 

be convenient to us for tracking the turnover and selling of each product. 

2. Stock lots: the number of stock lot will start with 00000 to XXXXX. With the 

remark that the material and other supplies would be coded as 00000 but for the 

finished products that ready to sell would be run from 00001 to XXXXX and so 

on. 

3. Name of product/material: we will record all materials we have bought. So we 

will record all the quantity of material we use each time convert into how many 

number of finished products until when the products be sold, which one is the 

best-selling and which one is dead stock. All the record could help us to monitor 

and see the turnover rate of our products. 

4. Name of the person who having this product or materials/where the products 

take place: this would be benefit for us, when we have orders we will check 

from this system to know how many products are in the stock, what colors or 

what type of products and how many products in the stock that we can sell, 

which products are sold or almost run out of it so we will plan ahead for the 
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production. Along with preparing the materials so we could see the number and 

plan to purchase more both in kind of materials and the quantity of material. 

5. Number of products in and out: we will record when the products and materials 

are taking in the stock and how many products or materials are left in the stock 

in the period of time. 

6. Name of person who responsible for this record: in order to get the record and 

refers to the members of the team 

In the future, we will improve from stock lot into the code system that is convenient to 

stock and us. The system would help us to manage the inventory and make the least 

cost from stock lost occurs from poorly stock management. 

 

5.4.4.6 Warehouse Management 

For now, we keep the inventory at the management homes so 

there are no cost for inventory space. We keep the facilities like soil, coconut husk, 

plastic plant pot and sunflower sprout seeds in the packaging that clear and clean also 

having a lot of open space through where airy.  Include the system we use for stock, so 

it would be convenient for us to do stock management system. In approaching time, we 

are planning to rent the warehouse in a small size including the following requirements. 

First, the position of warehouse should be nearby the operation plant. Second, it takes 

place in the city that easy for logistic/transportation services.  

There are a number of issues which occur during our prototype 

selling, and test selling as followed. 

1. The sealed plastic seeds is eaten by rat due to the seal is not tough enough. The 

rat could smell of seeds then rat bite it all and we waste over 1 box of sunflower 

sprout growing kit SKU. Our solution is to change the packaging for seeds, soil 

and coconut husk from plastic bag to Zip lock bag. 
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Figure 5.32 - Rat biting the product 

2. The soil in the stock got moldy although we use plastic bag with heat sealed 

machine but it is not safe and secure enough. The humidity of environment 

affects to the package of soil became white and green moldy soil at the surface 

of the soil. These will be an issue when we have long-term on shelf or delivery 

to other countries. There are 2 solutions we apply as followed. 

1. We change the package of soil, from plastic to be zip lock and cover it 

with heat again.  

2. For international market, we change from soil to be compact disc (soil 

replacement material), which is able to go abroad and light weight.  

 

 

Figure 5.33 - Moldy soil 

5.5 Logistics 

Logistic strategy, we are currently delivering products to the distribution center. 

Then the distribution center will distribute our products to each distribution channels 

which are retails and bookshops. Moreover, we are partnership with B2B business. The 

company has its own logistic that has to deliver their products to distribution center 
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every week. Also, their trucks are never full service. By the all reasons so we have a 

negotiation with them to take our product with the company’s logistic each time. Free 

of charge for now. In the near future, we have a strategy to outsource the logistic 

company to deliver products for us. Outsourcing would be benefit to us if we have an 

order in high volume. We analyze the logistic strategy as follows: 

1. Low volume-medium volume: we prefer to deliver products ourselves or take it 

with the B2B business, we are partnership with. The benefit is free of charge. 

2. High volume: we will outsource the logistic company to deliver products for us. 

As we exploring, logistic cost would be 1000 baht per time. We will deliver 20 

boxes consist of 24 pieces of over products. It means 1 time delivery, full truck; we will 

get the revenue 20 x 24 x 99 = 47,520 before vat. Comparing to the cost of delivery is 

only 1,000 baht. 

5.5.1 Domestic Delivery 

5.5.1.1 Offline Channel 

 

Figure 5.34 - Logistic-offline channels 

Logistic in domestic we will use delivery truck from the 

company as we mentioned. The flow of shipping is as follows. 

Step1: order received, we the person who always stand by for received the order by 

phone, line, FB inbox, e-commerce website and email. As soon as we get the order, 

we will contact to checking stock. 

Step2: checking stock, we have the online stock so we can check the number of 

products in any SKU as we have got the order. Then, email the lists of order details of 

customer to warehouse. 

order recieved 

checking stock

warehouse 

DC

distribution center

branches in 
Thailand

• book stores

• retails
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Step3: After the warehouse received the order, we will do the order by each customer 

by packing in the box, sealed it, re-check about the address and receiver. Then get 

ready to ship to distribution center. 

Step4: The distribution center of retails and bookstores, they will check the receipt 

order and the products then keep all products in DC until delivery date. 

Step5: The retail’s distribution center will allocate the stock to each branch they have 

and deliver by themselves. 

  

5.5.1.2 Online channels 

 

Figure 5.35 - Logistic-online channels 

Logistic in domestic for online channel is a bit difference. 

We will use delivery service by Thailand Post. The flow of shipping is as follows. 

Step1: order received, we the person who always stand by for received the order by 

phone, line, FB inbox, e-commerce website and email. As soon as we get the order, we 

will contact to checking stock. 

Step2: checking stock, we have the online stock so we can check the number of products 

in any SKU as we have got the order. Then, email the lists of order details of customer 

to warehouse. 

Step3: After the warehouse received the order, we will do the order by each customer 

by packing in the box, sealed it, re-check about the address and receiver. Then get ready 

to ship to shipping center/ Thailand Post. 

Step4: At the Thailand Post, we will send piece by piece with “delivery number 

records”. The delivery number record is the information we keep and inform to each 

customer in order to track the delivery status. This would help to minimize the risk of 

losing products during shipping. 

Step5: we will update the delivery status for each customer on the webpage.  
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5.5.2 International 

5.5.2.1 Online channels 

 

Figure 5.36 - Logistic-International 

International logistic for online channel is a bit difference. We 

will use delivery service by shipping company as we ship in the big amount of products. 

The flow of shipping is as follows. 

Step1: order received, we the person who always stand by for received the order by 

phone, line, FB inbox, e-commerce website and email. As soon as we get the order, we 

will contact to checking stock. 

Step2: checking stock, we have the online stock so we can check the number of products 

in any SKU as we have got the order. Then, email the lists of order details of distributors 

from each country to warehouse. 

Step3: After the warehouse received the order, we will do the order by each customer 

by packing in the box, sealed it, re-check about the address and receiver. Then get ready 

to ship to shipping company. 

Step4: At the shipping company, we will have the copy of receipt order and shipping 

receipt to the distributors. Distributors will know when, where they received and 

tracking the delivery status. This would help to minimize the risk of losing products 

during shipping. 

Step5: we will update the delivery status for agent and distributors by sending email.   
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CHAPTER 6  

FINANCIAL PLAN 

6.1 Revenue 

Our revenue primary comes from selling our products. For now we have 

only 1 product, which is sunflower sprout growing kit SKU. However, in the near 

future, we plan to have other 3 SKU which are Good luck plant SKU, Assembly pot 

SKU and Planting book SKU. Our customers divide as retail and wholesale with the 

difference price. The currently price is 119 baht for retail and 60 baht for wholesale. In 

the future, we plan to sell in 3 major channels, which are retail, online and International 

market.  

For the first SKU, Sunflower sprout growing kit SKU, we focus on 

domestic market. We sell mainly on offline channels like bookstores in PAILIN. We 

also use Sunflower sprout growing kit SKU as trial on online channels. The result is 

not success due to the target customers for Sunflower sprout growing kit SKU mostly 

prefers to buy kits when they see or touch the product. The target customers i.e. parents, 

relatives need to be sure about the quality, safety and elements. The price for retail is 

60 baht/piece.  

The second SKU, Good luck plant, we focus on family, children and elder 

relates organization. We have already explored on the market and find out that Thai 

customers see the value of some types of plants, which could bring luck to the grower. 

So when they see the product like good luck plant, they have willing to buy the products 

as a gift in special occasions. Good luck plant SKU focus on the organization retails for 

premium spender and online market with plan to sell on the market in year 1. The online 

market for second SKU, we tested on international aspect via online. We can test by 

selling product on e-commerce website without any fee. The price for retail is 75 

baht/piece and the price for online and organization is 150 baht/piece. The retails are 

NAI-IN, SE-ED both in city and countryside, B2S, Zeen Zone and Loft.  

The third SKU, Assembly pot SKU, we focus on waterproof wood material, 

which called “water-play”. So the customers can play without being aware of wood is 

destroyed by humidity of water. We applied this idea into the pot, which could grow 
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the plants and also play as assembly wooden doll. The high quality and value of 

Assembly pot SKU reflects on the price. Assembly pot SKU focuses on the retails for 

premium spender and online market with plan to sell on the market in year 2. The price 

for retail is 550 baht/piece and 1,100 for online market.  

The forth SKU, Planting book Storybook; we focus on international market, 

online and retails with plan to sell on the market in year3. For International market, we 

plan to start from Asia pacific i.e. Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore in year 4 and we 

plan to expand to European market in i.e. Germany, France and UK in year 5. The price 

for retail is 770 baht/piece and 1,000 for online and international market. 

 

Figure 6.1 - SKU price 

From our sales strategy, the size of the toy market is getting bigger each 

year; we will get into the toy market, which is in the growing trend and the government 

support for SME and start-up to. From our marketing strategy, we will gain market 

from 3 channels. First from retail, we are currently selling in the retail, Pailin Booknet, 

and are planning to expand to other bookstores e.g. Nai-In bookshop and Se-ed 

bookshop. Second, online channel e.g. Facebook page, Google ads and line ads; we 

plan to diversify the market. We need to expand the market in to online channel along 

with the benefit of convenient for customers to engage and buying the products.  

Lastly, we will get into the international market; our product has the value 

for foreigners in aspect of design, quality and planting. 
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Figure 6.2 - Sales projection 

For total growth, the sales growth in year 1-5 will be 157.55%, 83.86%, 

36.06% and 63.22% respectively. The total sales in the end of Year 5 will be 64,460,652 

baht. The raising percentage comes from assumption that we will expand in 4 channels 

with the bigger number of sales, growth every year with the distribution channels all 

over Thailand’s regional of bookshop we are partner with. In year 2, we plan to start 

online market by e-commerce platforms. In year 4, we plan to start international market 

in Asia pacific and Europe. Our assumption for selling price will be the same all over 

5 years. The major source of sales comes from organization, retail, online market and 

international market respectively. 

6.2 Cost of Goods Sold 

 Our cost of goods sold consists of cost for purchasing material for the 

operation. 

 
Figure 6.3 - Gross profit margin 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Sales projection

Sunflower sprout growing kit 129,600         259,200           518,400           777,600           907,200           

Good luck plant 6,000,000      15,062,250      27,100,838      36,122,213      60,122,213      

Assembly pot 465,630           754,265           964,830           1,108,003        

Planting book 651,882           1,627,618        2,323,236        

Total Sales 6,129,600      15,787,080      29,025,384      39,492,261      64,460,652      

Percent Growth 157.55% 83.86% 36.06% 63.22%
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6.3 Selling and Administrative Expense 

Currently, per one piece of product, out selling expenses compose of 

distribution expense, logistic expense, operation expense, marketing cost, selling tax, 

book royal fee, and waste around 3%.  

 

Figure 6.4 - Selling and administrative expense 

 6.3.1 Selling Expense 

Marketing expense is the major cost from SG&A (around 32% of 

sales), as we have to promote our product to all channels, which have many SKU. Each 

SKU will need to share the profit we get from selling the product. Currently, we forecast 

about 30% as normal rate in the market but in the future with high-volume of products 

and the reputation. We will negotiate to minimize the cost. 

6.3.2 Administration Expense 

Marketing expense: currently, the major part of expense came from 

marketing. As we expand the number of SKU so we need to make the movement on 

the market for each SKU we launch. For example, open booth at the event, online 

market with charge i.e. online marketing on Facebook Ads and Google Ad, promote on 

website or hire celebrity to be a presenter. In the future, we plan to have distributor in 

many countries. So the percentage of marketing expense per one product might be 

higher from 20%. 

Space rental expense: As the product we are selling currently is plant 

growing kits which need only a small space for keeping stock and inventory. Also, we 

always plan ahead by making forecast projection of stock. The space we keep at the 

management’s home is suitable and free. In the future, high volume of order, we plan 
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to rent the space in the warehouse of B2B business, which have free space, and in the 

city. The warehouse could benefit us in the way of stock/ inventory management and 

logistic.  

Logistic service expense: for now we use only 0.8% per product for 

logistic. However, we will outsource the logistic company to deliver products for us in 

the future. The logistic cost would be 1,000 baht per time. We will deliver 20 boxes 

consist of 24 pieces of over products. It means 1 time delivery, full truck; we will get 

the revenue 20 x 24 x 99 = 47,520 before vat. Comparing to the cost of delivery is only 

1,000 baht.  

Labor expense:  the labor cost is included in operation expense 2.5% 

of sale. In the future, we will hire outsources to run the operation which cost us in the 

higher. We will have the finished product 200 piece/person/day so total production cost 

will be 4.17% of the products, estimating from the number of steps taken per product. 

If we are scaling up to the higher volume the cost of labor expense will be higher. 

Salary expense: we have the minimum salary 30,000 baht per person 

start in Year 1. 

 
Figure 6.5 - Salary 
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6.4 Cash Flow 

 

Figure 6.6 - Cash flow projections 

In the first month in Year 1, we projected cash to little Toy by the 

shareholder of equity of 60,000 THB. Little Toy will have enough cash to operate the 

business according to sales projection plan with the minimum-ending inventory. We 

plant to pay dividend since the first year with 20% of dividend in flat rate. 
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6.5 Pro-Forma Income Statement 

 

Figure 6.7 - Pro-Forma Income Statements 

Little Toy will reach THB 6.1 million revenue within 12 months. The 

average growth rate is 68% yearly. Gross profit margin in 12 months average is 74% 

of sales. However, the percentage is keep constantly high every year around 74% in 

year 1-5 in line with the expanding SKU of the products in to 4 SKU in the end of year 

5. 
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6.6 Pro-Forma Statement of Financial Position 

 

Figure 6.8 -Pro-forma Statement of financial position 

 Current assets are cash and short-term investment. Our short-term 

investment is only for the initial capital investment for the first order. However, after 

get paid from the customer, the revenue will turn into the working capital of the 

operation. So the short-term investment will be only in small amount only at stared of 

the project. 

6.7 Key ratio 

Little toy has policy to raise fund only through equity. Therefore, we are 

not required for the debt. Current ratio, quick ratio, D/E ratio are not needed in this 
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financial plan. Moreover, we operate the business on cash policy, which we pay our 

suppliers and collect our customers by cash only. Account receivable turnover and Days 

sales outstanding are not calculated as well. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 - Little Toy's net profit 

 Our target is to keep the net profit to sales at 30%. There are profits since 

the first year of operate with salary pay. Moreover, the profit gradually continues to 

grow around 30% until the end of year 5. 

 

Figure 6.10 - Little Toy's net present value 

 From Figure 6.10, little toy NPV is THB 103,872,439 from the investment 

THB 100,000 from year1 to year 5 projection. Key success factors on our financial 

projection are our strategic market plan, sale strategy and new to market as the family 

plaything concept. Although our product is relatively new, it was already proven to 

have customer demand. Hence, we believe that the business is promising and it has 

good opportunity to execute according to our project plan. 
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CHAPTER 7  

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Little Toy starts from the understanding of value of growing kits that 

parents as the customers would like their kids to grow plant. Moreover, there are many 

relatives who bought growing kits for their grandchild. We found that the customers 

are looking for the benefit of child development, and being close to nature at the same 

time. Therefore, we initiate the idea to combine growing kits and plaything together. 

Furthermore, we also found that the family does not pay attention to the children, letting 

them play alone. However, the study shows that the child development is effective when 

kids play together with their parents and others. Thus, we made it our mission to support 

family interaction through family plaything. 

We emphasized on product development strategy through market survey, 

prototyping, focus group, and sales test before launch to make sure that our product has 

real value for our customers. At the same time, by doing this, we can save our 

investment budget because we test the market step by step until we make sure that this 

product can be launched to mass market. 

Moreover, we have a good partnership with Pailin Booknet who allowed us 

to do market testing in their stores which boost the traffic for them, and support our 

data collection process. Thus, we could meet the customers directly which could give 

us the recommendation to strengthen our product. Our product will not limited to retail 

selling, but will also collaborate with other channels such as non-profit organization for 

direct selling to customers. Therefore, we could save the distribution fee which is as 

high as 50% or more. The strategy is flexible for each product, and will be based on the 

location and demand of targeted customers. 

Little Toy plans to start from developing the brand around family plaything 

using planting activity which could be done by all family member as a basement. Then 

it will grow itself to other activities. Little Toy also plan to expand to Europe and Asia, 

focusing on the countries with developed network of distributors, and understanding of 

child development toy. Apart from directly contacting distributors, the strategies of 

expansion will focus on joining the events, aiming for building brand awareness, and 

gaining the award from the events to boost the reputation of the brand. 
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APPENDIX A 

PRODUCT TRAINING AND DATA COLLECTION 

1. Instruction book for the first product (Thai version) 
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2. Instruction book for the first product (English version) 
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3. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) Sheet 

 

 

 

4. Survey Form 
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APPENDIX B 

POP-UP BOOTH 

 

 

SC Plaza - Sai Tai 

 

Pantip Ngamwongwan 

 

Central Chaengwattana 

 

Imperial Ladprao 

 

Fashion Island 
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APPENDIX C 

STORY BOOK FIRST DRAFT 

Story 1: ปุ๊กป๊ิกกบัต้นอ่อนผักกาดแสนรัก 

ปุ๊ กป๊ิกสาวน้อยนา่รักสดใส  ตื่นเช้าไวไวไปปลกูต้นผกั 
เปิดซองเมลด็ผกักาดแสนรัก  หยอ่นเจ้าเมลด็ผกัลงกลอ่งทนัใด 
 
ตะวนัแก้มแดงลอยเดน่ขึน้ฟา้  แดดสอ่งมารีบรดน า้เร็วไว  
ปุ๊ กป๊ิกรีบหยิบสเปรย์สสีดใส         ฉีดต้นผกัทนัใด ดงั“ฟืด ฟืด ฟืด” 
 
ตะวนัสส้ีมเคลือ่นหลน่จากฟา้  แดดออ่นก าลงัมารดน า้สขุใจ 
ปุ๊ กป๊ิกรีบหยิบสเปรย์สสีดใส  ฉีดต้นผกัทนัใด ดงั“ฟืด ฟืด ฟืด” 
 
ปุ๊ กป๊ิกรดน า้ผกักาดแสนรัก           ฉีดต้นผกัทกุวนัเช้าเย็น 
กระตา่ยปกุปยุกบัเพื่อนก็ตื่นเต้น      ที่จะเห็นต้นออ่นผกักาดเติบโต 
 
เวลาผา่นไปผกักาดเติบใหญ่        เจ้าต้นออ่นแตกใบสเีขยีวขจร 
เจ้าปกุปยุออกมาตอนปุ๊ กป๊ิกนอน      คอยปอ้นต้นผกัให้เพื่อนสตัว์ป่ากิน 
 
ช้างน้อยตวัใหญ่คอ่นข้างออ่นแรง      อยากมีแรงเลน่ต้องหาผกักิน 
เดินร้องแปร๋นแปร๋น หาผกับนดิน       ปกุปยุได้ยินปอ้นผกัทนัใด 
 
ช้างน้อยตวัใหญ่เคีย้วผกักรอบแกรบ    กินไปแป๊บเดียวเร่ียวแรงก็มา 
ช้างน้อยดใีจวิ่งเลน่เริงร่า             แกวง่งวงแล้วแกวง่งาเสยีง “ฟับ ฟับ ฟับ” 
 
ปกุปยุตกใจตวัพองออกมา                รีบใช้เท้าหน้าเก็บขนทนัใด 
ปกุปยุเดินตอ่เจอยีราฟอยูใ่กล้          ยื่นผกัออกไปให้ยีราฟได้กิน 
 
ยีราฟตวัสงูเคีย้วผกักรอบแกรบ    กินไปแป๊บเดียวสงูใหญ่ดสูงา่ 
ยีราฟดใีจยิม้แฉ่งเขยง่ขา             เอียงตวัซ้ายขวาเสยีง “ฟับ ฟับ ฟับ” 
 
ปกุปยุตกใจตวัพองออกมา                รีบใช้เท้าหน้าเก็บขนทนัใด 
กินผกัตวัสงูมีแรงสดใส  ปกุปยุติดใจต้องกินเองบ้าง 
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กระตา่ยตวัน้อย เคีย้วผกักรอบแกรบ    กินไปแป๊บเดียวร่าเริงสดใส 
กระโดดเริงร่าทา่ทางดีใจ  กระโดดไปมาเสยีง “ฟับ ฟับ ฟับ” 
 
ปกุปยุสดใสเพื่อนสตัว์เริงร่า  วิ่งกนัไปมาแสนสขุด้วยกนั 
ต้นออ่นแสนรักกินแล้วสขุสนัต์  ปกุปยุนบัวนัให้ปุ๊ กป๊ิกได้กิน 
 
รุ่งเช้าวนัต้นผกักาดโตใหญ่              ปุ๊ กป๊ิกดีใจคว้ากลอ่งปลกูผกั 
วิ่งหน้าบานไปให้คณุแมท่ี่รัก                ช่วยกนัตดัต้นผกัมาท าอาหาร 
 
ปุ๊ กป๊ิกเข้าครัวช่วยคณุแมจ่ดัจาน ช่วยกนัเตรียมอาหารทานทัง้ครอบครัว 
กินผกักาดแสนรักพืชผกัสวนครัว          กินแล้วตวัสงูมีแรงเลน่สนกุสนานเอย 
 

Story 2: ปุ๊กป๊ิกกบัต้นอัลฟาฟ่า 
“ก๊อก ก๊อก ก๊อก” เสยีงเคาะประต ู ใครหนออยากรู้ รีบลกุทนัใด 
ปะป๋าเข้ามา พร้อมกลอ่งสดใส  เอ๊ะนี่อะไร ปุ๊ กป๊ิกตาโต 
 
นี่คือชดุปลกู ต้นอลัฟาฟ่า  ปะป๋าน ามา ให้ลกูปลกูทาน 
รดน า้ให้โต สงูกวา่รัว้บ้าน  แล้วน ามาทาน พร้อมรับพรวเิศษ 
 
ปุ๊ กป๊ิกดีใจ จะได้รับพร  รีบน าเมลด็ออ่น แช่น า้เร็วไว 
“จ๋อม จ๋อม จ๋อม” เอ๊ะเสยีงอะไร เสยีงแช่อลัฟาฟ่าไง “จ๋อม จอ๋ม จอ๋ม” 
 
วนัตอ่มา ปุ๊ กป๊ิกไมร่อช้า  รีบตื่นขึน้มา โรยเมลด็ลงดิน 
“แปะ แปะ แปะ” ปุ๊ กป๊ิกได้ยิน  เสยีงเมลด็โบยบินลงดิน “แปะ แปะ แปะ” 
 
ปะป๋าหยิบสเปรย์ สสีนัสดใส  ให้ปุ๊ กป๊ิกสขุใจ รดน า้เช้าเย็น 
“ฟืด ฟืด ฟืด” ปุ๊ กป๊ิกฉีดพร้อมเต้น ฉีดทกุวนัไมเ่ว้นดงั “ฟืด ฟืด ฟืด” 
 
เจ็ดวนัผา่นไป ต้นอลัฟาฟ่าเติบใหญ่ เติบโตแตกใบ สงูกวา่รัว้บ้าน 
ปุ๊ กป๊ิก ปะป๋า ตื่นเช้าหน้าบาน  ตดัต้นอลัฟาฟ่าเตรียมทาน เสยีง “ฉบั ฉบั ฉบั” 
 
วา่แตป่ะป๋า ... ปุ๊ กป๊ิกสงสยั    เจ้าพรวิเศษอยูไ่หน ... ท าไมยงัไมม่ี  
หรือจะต้องรออกีเป็นปี    เมื่อไรถึงจะมเีจ้าพรวิเศษ 
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ปะป๋าขานตอบ พรวิเศษอยูท่ี่น่ี  นัน่คือสิง่ที่มีอยูใ่นตวัหน ู
รดน า้ต้นอลัฟาฟ่าคอยเฝา้ด ู  ได้เรียนรู้ความรับผิดชอบ 
 
ถ้าปุ๊ กป๊ิกมีความรับผิดชอบ  ประกอบกบัความตัง้ใจ 
จะส าเร็จดงัฝันใฝ่  ไมใ่กล้ ไมไ่กล เร่ิมจากตวัเรา 
 
ปุ๊ กป๊ิก ปะป๋า ยิม้แย้มเริงร่า  ก่อนน าอลัฟาฟ่าตกัใสล่งจาน 
หวัเราะกนัสนกุสนาน    แล้วจึงรับประทานอาหาร อยา่งมคีวามสขุเอย 
 

Story 3: คู่มือ ปลกูต้นอัลฟาฟ่าวิเศษ 
นี่คือข้อความ    สง่ตอ่บอกมา  
ถึงเด็กถ้วนหน้า  ฟังหนาคนดี 
เมลด็พนัธุ์ไม้  ที่ในกลอ่งนี ้
มนัคือของดี   ที่มีให้เธอ 
เมื่อเร่ิมได้รับ  ปรับใจอยา่เผลอ 
หากไมเ่ผอเรอ  จะเจอสิง่อศัจรรย์ 
น าเมลด็แช่น า้  จนผา่นคืนวนั 
แล้วจงมุง่มัน่  ปลกูมนัลงดิน  
จากนัน้รดน า้  ท าเป็นอาจิณ 
เฝา้มองดดูิน  สร้างถ่ินมนตรา 
ด้วยความอดทน เวทมนตร์สร้างคา่ 
เกิดต้นอลัฟาฟ่า เหมือนปาฏิหาริย์   
ต้นไม้เหลา่นี ้  ล้วนมีต านาน 
ใครอดทนผา่น  จะพานพบมนั 
หากเธอท าได้  ก็ให้รู้ทนั 
เวทมนตร์ใดนัน้ คือใจมัน่เอย 
จาก เทพผู้พิทักษ์ต้นอัลฟาฟ่า 
 

Story 4: นิทานต านานการปลกูผักกาดอ่อน 
1. นี่คือต านาน   เลา่ขานกนัมา 

เด็กชายค้นคว้า  หาทางแข็งแรง 
2. นางฟา้เห็นใจ  จึงได้แสดง 

โดยมาจ าแลง    มอบเมลด็พนัธุ์ 
3. เด็กชายรับมา  ดวงหน้าสขุสนัต์ 
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ด้วยใจมุง่มัน่   ปลกูมนัทนัใด 
4. จากนัน้รดน า้  ดแูลใสใ่จ 

ไมน่านต้นไม้   งอกใหญ่ขึน้มา 
5. กลายเป็นผกักาด  ใบสะอาดตา 

ใครกินนัน้หนา    ยิม้ร่าสขุใจ 
6. ผกักาดนา่กิน  ทกุถ่ินแจกไป 

เด็กชายแบง่ให้   ด้วยใจเมตตา 
7. ใครกินแข็งแรง  แข็งแกร่งเริงร่า 

แตใ่นไมช้่า   ผกัมาหมดไป 
8. เด็กชายครุ่นคิด  จะท าอยา่งไร 

นางฟา้จึงได้   บอกใบ้วาจา 
9. จะมอบเมลด็พนัธุ์  ที่อศัจรรย์หนกัหนา 

แตเ่ด็กๆต้องมา  อาสาช่วยกนั 
10. ช่วยปลกูทกุคน  อดทนแข็งขนั 

หากใจมุง่มัน่   ผกันัน้มากมี 
11. จากนัน้เด็กชาย  กระจายขา่วนี ้

ทกุคนช่วยที   จะได้มีผกัทาน 
12. ผกักาดยงัคง  ด ารงผา่นกาล 

เพราะเด็กๆสบืสาน  เลา่ขานความอศัจรรย์ 
13. มาถึงวนันี ้  เธอมีเมลด็พนัธุ์ 

ขอจงช่วยฉนั    ปลกูมนัได้ไหม 
14. ขอเพียงรดน า้  จดจ าใสใ่จ 

แล้วเราจะได้   พบผกัมหศัจรรย์ 
 
จาก  เด็กชายที่แข็งแรงเพราะกินผักกาดอ่อนจากนางฟ้า 
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APPENDIX D 

TOY TRADE FAIR 

Spielwarenmesse in Nuremberg, Germany 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hong Kong Toys and Games fair in Hong Kong 
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International Tokyo Toy Show in Japan 
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APPENDIX E 

SAFETY STANDARD CERTIFICATE 

EN71, Toy Safety Standard for European Market 
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ASTM, Toy Safety Standard for American Market 
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